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and ,even months '.apart4 A comOta ional the
cg#1.1607:Parad4n4'.':;ancl sophisticated icliagaaaPic-1*Pki* 7.;
were daeloped liherain:tugs andi,ilips modelled perfO ce , a'

very fine level =of detail, .deSCribing the COntent-of-,th oirong
siJers as well as the steps taken.in protlucing

. .

;'This', report, represents the results of several extensive empirical
studies., 925 stUdents., i;Tho were in_ the procesit:' of :1 subtrac-
tion were tested -aiiiing highly diagnostic ;tests..., devel.Oped, by;pEtp: .
Some students were-retested two dayS later ci". measpre t e short ... ens'
stability of bugsi, and.others were retest 4,s eral ;months later/to
study long.term stability. 111 tests ward 'DHRUGGY and
by Several expert diagnosticians_ in orders. QC,Y,'s ding
nostic abilities. , r-
It was found that DEBUGGY- was- asegookiks or better than] human, an

. ,

nosticians oat discovering hugs that explain a student' errors HOws.

ever, a third,of the students whO committed errors could not be =dell
with bugs and slips. Moreover, bugs were:,found. in get:feral .tb.,be,,un-
stable rather than stable, both in the short term and; the long term.
These findings challenged the belief that bugs and slips alone' could
account for procedural error data. ,

K. %

Repair Theory was originally developed a,s "a generative theory of, bug*,
one that predicted which bugs woold for a given procedural skill.

'However, it also predicted that certain kinds cif non-bug, none- slip per-
formance would exist, both in the static .inalyses and the-stabil#y data.
These predictions were verified. It 'now appears that all but a small
(but still significant).'fraction 0, the 'phenomena can be precisely modelled
using bugs, slips and the mechanisms of Repair Theory.

' J
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frameWork, the "Buggy", paradigms and a sophisticated' diagnostic program, DEBUGGY, were

developed wherein. and slips moddled perforMance aa very fihe level of detail, describing

the, 'content of the wrohg answers as well as the steps takeli in producing them.
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This .report presents; the results of several eitensive empirical stfidies.." 925:students who were in

the preceSS' of learning, sub action were tested using highly diagnOstic . tests developed

DBUGGY. Some students w re retested. two days later to measure the short-terM stability ofbugs:

. ' and others, were retested,several months later to study long-term stability. All tests were analyzed

by DEBUGGY and by several ripest diagnosticians in order to assess DEBUGGY's di ides:

It was found that DEBUGGY was as good as or better,` than human diagnos

bugs that explain a student's errors. -Howe r, a third of the students whO'committed.Arrors could

not ife Modelled with bugs and shim. Ivior over,. bugs were found in general: to be unstable rather

iha!V;,gtable, both in the Short-tefmand the,loni=term. These findings challenged the belief that

buggy 'd , Mips 'alone could account for \procedural error data.
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'' ' gs fiTittertig ftir a given procedural skill. However, kinds of non-
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predicuons were verified. It now appears that all but , gnificant) fraction of the

phenomena can be precisely modelled using bugs, slips and the mechanisms of Repair Theory.
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OF fsfici.rEpoRAL
fOkAIFs

IN PROCEDURAL SKILLS

. It haslon&been ithown. that many of the terrors that studCnts make in exercising a proCedural skill,
.

such" as orditply.:Place-value [subtraction, are systematiC in that the errors appear to stem from
consistent applic4t4 of a faulty method; algorithm or -rule. These errors -occur along with
familiar unsytteMatic,or,"careles.S" errors Which occasionally occur ijl :exert performance as

the learner's be4ayior. The common,OpinitUr is that careless errors, ,or "slips" as we prefer to Call P

them (c f Norm.'" au 1981), are iperforManCe'phenomena, an inherent part of the iLoise" of the
human.. information prOcessor. Systematin.errors on the other' hand are taken as s ming from
mistaken or missing knowledge about-the 'skill, the prodUct ofinciiimplete or Misgincled learning.
By studying their ,. insight: can be gairted ii)to the mysterious procesSes of learning and memory. It
also commonly believed that there are a relatively small number of systematic errors for any
given skill, perhaps (dozen or a hundred, and that once a Student has acquiied one of these
Unfortunate habits, it will be held until it is remediated. The data reported here challenge some of
these basic beliefs, while supporting others. .

In the last several wears,, a -large scale mvesti n of errors in 'lls

co,nducted, with a special emphasis oh systematic e It began wi that
errnotOuld be formally rep'resented,,and precisely desccibed as "bugs" in a correct procedure for
the skill. In brief/ a bug is 'a slight modification or perturbation of a correct p re. The bug-
based notation is completeCui the sense that it not orkilescribes which students gets

wrong, but what-each wrong answer -is and the'stetallowed ty the ucing it. This
fine grained descriptiOn 'raises a number Hof questions, such as: How many different bugs are
there?, .How are these bugracqUired by students? 'How long are they held? What makes them go
away? A question of fundamental .iinportance is whether tbe,re arc any students whose errors can
be deScribed neither as bugs nor as dips. This question challenges the foundational belief that
errors are, either systematic (i.e: deterministic, procedural) or- unsystematic (i.e. careless,

unintended). : 1'')
TY°

TO answer such questions, a large number, of student errors. have been llected and analyzed in

terms of bugs .ancrslips.,.r, These c to were analyzed with the aid of DEBLIOGY (Milton, 1981), a

computer program4that can de
addition to reporting data that'

ire Which bugs, if any, .underlie a viudent's. errors. 'Thus, in

on potential psycholOgical and pedagogical theories, this paper

provides an assessment of 'a particular approach' to computerized student diagnosis.



This report. can be read at three levels of detail. The first level of detail weavesia summary of the

results. in with an introduition to the bug formalism for describing errors and a descriptiod *of a

recent theori, Repair Theory (Brown & VanL.e.lin, 1980) that aims to explain the acquisition of

bugs. It is meant to bb an glossary of the concepts used to analyie the data as well as a quick

synopsis of the findings. The first level of detail is section L The second level of detail is

contained in the following seCtions. The clioice....of eubtraiticut as* task domain as well .as;the

`methods- for gathering and inalyzing the data are discussed. The empirical predictions of Repair

Theory are checked, and an atebsive discussion of the adequacy of DEBUGGY -based diagnosis is

presented. The third level- of detail is contained in a-set of appendices, which present the data in

tabular form and discuss some relatively minor points concerning its aggregation and tabulation.

L An introduction to the concepts apd the findings
14

5

. ' *
Slips in arithmetic hardly need an introduction since as adults all our arithmetic errors are slips.

We have all expZiienced the forgotten 'carry, the unnecessary borrow, and of course the ever

present: facts errors" wherein one mis-remembers an elementary number combination. These

apparently careless, unintentional errors also occur in the work ottstudents learning arithmetic. Of

895 'third, fourth and fifth grade students: 182 (20%) were ialyzed by DEBUGGY as knowing the /

correct algorithm for sub b making one or in slips during testing.

When students were t c a few days apart, half the students who answered all probleMs

correctly one day glade slips the other day. Thit finding confirms the impression that slipS are

unintentional, cartless mistaggs in that a little extra care (or.something!) apparently makes/ them/.
disappear. So, slips explain a *fair number of student's errors, and their unstable existence

conforms with the! intuitive expectation that they are due to "noise" in the processor rather than

conceptual defects..

What's a bug?

The following problems display a systematic ,error.

306 80 183 702 3006 7002 34 251
- 135 . - 4 - 96 - 11 - 28 - 239 - /14 - 47

78, 76 88 591 1087 x;:4873 24 244

One could vaguely describe the problems as coming from a .student having trouble with

borrowing, especially in the presenCe,of zeros. Mai precisely, the 'student misses all the problems

that require borrowing from zero. -One could say that he has .not mastered the' subskill of

borrowing' across zero. This description of the systematic error is fine at one level: it is a testable

prediction about what new problems the student will get wrong. It predicts for example that the

'student will miss 305.117 and will get 315-117 correct Systematic errors described at this level are



f
the data upon which several Psychologicallnd pedagogical theories have begniarilt (e.g. Durnin 8c.
Scandura, "1977). It has' become common to use testing programs baged on this notion for
placement, advantement ind romediation in structured curricula, such as mathematics. Such-
tcstini .programs are often labelled "domain referenced" or "criterion referenced."

. ,
p .

Once we look beyond what, kinds of exercises the student misses and look.at the actual answers
given, we find in many cases thtit those answers can be precisely predicted by computing the
answers to the 4tiven.problems using a procedure which is a small perturbation in the fine structure.
of the correct procedure: Such perturbations serve as a precise description of the errors. we call

.them "bugs."

The student whose work appears above has a bug called Borrow- Across -Zero. This bug modifies
the correct subtractiOn.procethire by deleting the step wherein the ;ero is changed to a nine during

'borrowing across zero (this bug and othe,rs like ,it' are detcribed more thoroughly in appendix 1).
This modification crcateg a procedure for answering subtraction problems. As a hypothesis, it r-r
predicts not onlx,which new problems the student will miss,. but also what his answers will be. -

For example, it. predicts -that the student above Arid answer 305-117=98 and 315-14P =198.
Since the bug-based descriptions of sysiernatic errors predict behavior at a finer lejol of detail than
missing-subskill/domain referenced ,testing, they have the potential to form a better basis for
cognitive theories of learning and erro, and perhaps a better basis for remediation or placement
as well.

.It is often the case that a student-has more than one bug at thesArne time. Indeed, the example
given above illustrates co- occurrence of bugs. The last two.probletnansv;ered incorrectly but
the bug Boirow-Across-Zero does not predict their answers (it prediCts the two problems would be
Answered correctly). A second-BIT, called Diff-N-N=N is present. When the student comes to
subtract a column where the top and bottom digits are equal, instead 'of writing zero in the answer,
he writes the digit that appcars in the column.

3
It often takes a set of bugs to form an accurate description of a student's 'errors. Of the 417
students that DEBUGGY analyzed as having bugs, 150 (36%) had a multi-bug diagnosis: Most .of
these diagnoses consisted of two or three bugs, but there were several cases of four bugs co-
occurring. So, DEBUGGY's ability to,combine 'bugs to form an accurate diagnosis turned out to be -

very important.

A brief look at the bug data

Overall, 77 distinct bugs occurred"(by "occurred," 'W e t n i nea that a stud,t had the bug as his
diagnosis, or if he was diagnosed as having a-set of bugs, as-tart of his diagnosis). A few bugs
occurred quite often. The most common bug by far was Smaller-From-Larger (this. lug never

,, dI

r

.0



borrows but instead simply takes the absolute difference in each column). t occurred 106 times

alone, and 18 times as part of multi -bug diagnoses. From there the frequency 11 off rapidly, with

the next five most gammon bugicoming in at 67, 51, 40, 22 and 19 occurrenc About half the

bugs (32) were quite rare, occurring only once or twig This marked skew in the frequencies of

occurrence explains the impression left by informal studies that there are only a dozen or so

systematic errors. In fact,there are many more, but it took precision analysis- of thousands of

students to find them. 'This raises the" question, how could so many bugs come to exist?

Repair Theory: repzirs iffrintpasses

Repair Theory it a generative theory in that it attempts to explain. why we found the bugs that we

did and not other ones, to explain how bus are caused, and most importantly, to predict what

bugs will exist for procedural skills we have not yet analyzed. There are several benefits. of a

generative theory. We could automatically generate a list of bugs for a new skill sand add these'

bugs-to DEBUGGY, creating a diagnostic system tailored to the new skill.. We could ;attack the issue

of remedied= of bugs with more than just a knowledge of what bugs.; student has since such

theory would provide a plausible basis for understanding why the student hati diose bugs. Stich

an understanding could also help us design learning environments that might inhibit formation of

those bugs in the first place. Finally, in terms of cognitive research, such a theory would provide

insights into knowledge representations and cognitive mechanisms (e.g. skill acquisition) that defy

direct *observation. . °

Repair Theoryis based on the sightthat;when a student gets stuck while executing his possibly

incomplete subtraction 'procedure, he- i;1 unlikely to just quit as a computer does when it can't

execute the next step.in-a procedure. Instead, the 'student will do a small amount of problem

solving, just ebough to.-get "unstuck" and'complete the subtraction probl These local problem

solving strattegiei...,are called "repairs" despite the fact that they rarely in rectifying the

broken prafedure. Repairs are quite simple tactics, such as skipping tte operation that can'tbe

performed or backing up to the last branch pOint in the 'procedurecan taking a different path.

They do not in general result in"a solution to the subtracdon prOb t instead result in

a. buggy solution. For example; sup.. the student has never borroy* first time

he is asked to solve a borr2 ..-zeio problem, su
__/

( a) 305.
- 48

.(b). 305
- 48

(c) 305
48

267 167

he begins prpcessing the units column by attempting to borrow from the tens column, and

- immediately reaches an impasse because zero'can notbe decremented, He's stuck so he does a

repair. One repair' is simply to skip the decremeet operition. This leads ultimately to the solution

*lawn in lb). If he uses this repair to the borrow-frommercr impasse throughout a whole

o-
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subtraction test, he will be-diagnosed-as-havingthe-bug-Stops:Borrow-At-Zero. Suppose he
chooses a different repair, namely to irclocate the decrement operation and do it instead on a
nearby digit that is not zero, such as the nearest digit to the left in the top tow, namely the three.
This repair results in the solution shown in (c); the three has been . decremented twice, once for the
(repaired) borrow originating in; the units Column, and once for the borrow originating in the
(unchanged) tens column.' If he always chooks this repair to the impasse, he will be diagnosed as
having the bug Borrow-Across-Zero.

Bug migratign and tinkering

Many bugs can be generated by this impasse-repair process (the exact number depends on how the
sets of impasses and repairs .are constrained-L'-see section .6). ?However, we hardly expected to
actually see this frocess in operation during the execution 'of one of the tests we gave. Instead,.we
expected that the impasse,and repair had happened some time long ago and the resulting sequence:
of steps had brome habitual; that is, a consistent,. stable bug kad been formed. Nonetheless, two
predictions were advanced, namely that a few studentS would be found who would repair an
impasse several different ways bn a test (a phenomina we label "tinkering"), and secondly, that
some students would switch from one repair to another between tests, a phenomenon labelled "bug
migration" because it would show up as a consistent bug on the first test, and a consistent but
Zifferent bug on the-second test. The following three pseudo-tests illustrate these phenomena:

a. 102 9007 4015 702
39 . 6880 607 :108
73 2227 3408 604

102k 9007 4015 702
'39 6880 607 108-

3 1227 3408 504

102 9007 40t5 702
39 6880 607 108

.'-'12227 3408 504

2006 10012
42 214

2064 10498

2006 10012
42 214

1064 98

2006 10012
42 214

1064 10898

:: ,k . ...

8001
43

8068

8001
43

6068

8001

60

,,.
Row (a)' has been anSTrefed by a hypotlitiOal student with the bug ttops-Borrow-Aklero, row (b)
*by a student with the litig-Borrow-AcroSs4erand row (c) by a tinkerer. All three hypothetiCal
students can,not borrow yfeopl zeroe:,-TheRdiAkr only in how they repair the resulting impasses.i
The first repairt by skip** tire decrenent opqation, The second repairs by decrementing the
nearest non-zero digit to the-left of the zero. -,tinkerer reacts by sometimes doing one of these i

two repairs and sometimes the Other. ,Onprobl 1, 2 and 6, the tinkerer skips the troublesome
decrements, producing the same answers as,.the sisOent in row (a) who has the bug Stops- Borrow-
At -Zero.

f

On problems 4; 5 and 7, the tinkerer refocuses leftward, leading to the same answers as
, A

row (b). (Problem three does not involve. borrowing from zero, so all three students answer it



y.) The two Buggy students always repair the borrow-from-zero ikmasses consistently, .

wh1e the tinkerei switches back and-forth between two different repairs. In gengral, a tinkerer cari

switch among 'several repairs. 4-

. .: ..

Although DIEBUG9Y it not able to tell w a student is tinkering intensive hand analysis. of 120

students !revealed that 14 (1%) of. th students were tinkering. So this prediction °V Repair

Theory was verified. .

.. v.
- -,

To observe bug migration, stud?nts are tested twice a short time apart. If a student answered as in

(a) on the first test and (b) oh the second test, then we would.have a -case of bug migration..4Ibe

bug Stops-Borrow-At-Zero has "migrated" into the bug Borrow-Across-Zero. Only 67 students

were tested in this two-test condition, and of these only 12 were diagnosed as having bugs on both

tests. However,'of,these 12 students, two (17%) exhibited bug migration, verifying the predictions

of the Repair Theory.

Repairulieory also predicts thatstudents can tinker on one test and have a bug- on the other.'

That is, a student can answer as in (a) on the list test and (c) on the secodd. He has the same %
impasse on both, tests, but whereas be repairs consistently with. a single repair on the first test, he

uses two (or more) repairs on the second, test. When the two-Lest data was examined by iand,

four cases of this phenomena were found.

A summary' of the fuldings
-4

P

A
/
model of the student population has emerged from the data based op the notions of Impasses

refaairs, bugs and slip's. Given just one test, the students who are making errors.can be put into

fbur categoriei in roughly the following _proportions:

y

50% Knows the correct algorithm; errors due to slips alone.
30% Has a brig or a set df bugs (plus perhaps some slips as well).
10% o Tinkering using several repairs for one impasse (plus perhaps some bugs and slips)
10% Errors can not be analyzed,

le 'These proportions vary with the grade level. The above proportions are for third graders tested

k lake in the year. In general, the older the student population, the greater the proportion of
students in ;he slips category and the smaller the proportion, in the buggy category. In the early

third -grade, for example, studenti in the buggy category constitute over 50% of the sample.

The various kinds of errors are expected to have differing kinds of short-terni stability. We expect

slips for example to vary, widel9 over two tests given a short time apart. There may be no slips on

one test, and several on another. If there are slips on both tests, they are not expected to occur on

same ploblerris. ImPasSeS on the other hand are expected to remain in evidence across .tests.

, 1,2
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An impasse may show as a bug on bne test and on the next as a different but related bug, or as
tinkering. What would be unexplained is a bug that Was present on one test but absent on the
other. These considerations prompt the following tabular summary of the percentage of.students
exhibiting the va iousS kinds of stability:

ti
4% No errors on either test

50% Stable correct procedure; changes due to slips alone
12% Stable bugs; changes due to slips alone'
12% Stable impasses;.ehanget due to repairs (often along with slips and stable bugs)
12% Appearing and disappearing bugs and/or impasses (with slips and stable bugs)
10% Errors okone or both tests can't be analyzed

The stability patterns ofithe students in the first four categories (78%) conform to expectations,
while the behavior of the students in the remaining two categories (22%) remain unexplained.

In overview, these data show that the older view of errors. as due to either bugs (deterministic,
systematic errors) or slips (careless mistakes) is incomplete. tThe impasses/repair notions contribute
substantially to our ability to understand error-filled tests ''(in,, _addition to their role as an
explanation of the acquisition of bugs).

However, a significant proportion of the tests. (10% of the static, one-test data, and 22%.,of the
stability data) can not yet be analyzed even with these advance& Some of these students are in:the
undiagnosed category because the tests were simply not ,long enough to give the analysts a large
enough sample of their behavior to disambiguaie the various possible explanations of the errors.
In other cases; 'species of behavior that have not yet been formalized were apparent. Some

. students appeared to 'game" the test by struggling through the first part of it, then giving up and
using some easily executed bug'such Smaller-From-/..arger on the rest. Other sources of errors
were rather uninterestingthere seemed to be several eases of/cheating by looking at a neighbor's
paper; in one case, a skipping ballpoint pen apparently caused a student to lose track of his
procedurein the middle of several problems. In short, there will undoubtedly be some errors that
have rather uninteresting causes and hence can properly-be left unanalyzed in a formal descriptive
study of errors. Our belief, is that we have not quite reached that level of understanding yet. We
guess that there remain some undiscovered, interesting mechanisms that will further our
understanding of errors. as much as the impasse/repair process did.

2. Background and motivations

This section and the following ones provide ,a more ddtailed description of the findings and how
they, were obtained. Special attention is given to evaluating the DEBUGGY's diagnostic ability and
discussing how it could be used in practical educationahsettings. To set the stage, a discussion of
the history and motivations of the research is presented.,



Many studies of systematic errors in arithmetic preceded the Buggy studies (luswell, 1926;

Brueckner, 1930; Brownell, 1941; Roberts, 1968; Lankford, 1972; Cox, 1975; Ash lock, 1976). In

all these stadies, systematic errors were thought of as incorrect or faulty algorithms with the same

inputs as the correct arithmetic algorithm. In particular, systematic performance was assumed not

to depend on the position of the test item on the page, the nature of the preceding item, fatigue,

or anything else. This assumption is shared by the Buggy studies. To do otherwise would require

orders of magnitude more data per subject so that the influence of these context .iariables could be

studied. Since we share the belief of our predecessors that the influence is negligible!, the context-

free assumption has been built into the bug notation.

The .Buggy studies differ from their predecessors in that a precise, formal notation for systematic

errors is used All the early studies relied upon informal, English descriptions of the observed

systematic errors. However, even the most precise natural language descriptions are often flawed.

For example, Cox used the description "Borrowed from the tens dolma when it was unnecessary"

(Cox, 1975, pg. 155) to notate the following behavior (ibid., pg. 152):

37, 43 85
-4 -1 3
23 32 72

From these problems, it is clear that the tens digit in the answer is off by one, but it is not clear ,

that extra borrowing is the culprit. Rather, it could be that the student thinks that a subtraction is

necessary in each column. so-a-One is subtracted in_columnsillathave a blank in the bottom (this.

is the bug Sub-One-Over;Blank; see appendix 1): Cox's description is adding some assumptions,

to the naked observation of the behavior. Even if scratch marks are present and it is clear that the

top row's tens digit has been decremented, it is not clear whether the student decrements every
column except the units column, or only those that are over blanks, or only the leftmost column.

The natural language description is seriously incomplete. On the other hand, the syntax of the bug

notation is such that a bug could not be written without taking a stand on when the extra borrows

occur. This insistence on precision and completeness comes quite naturally with a formal notation,

and is a diginguishing characteristic of the Buggy studies.

The idea that systematic errors can be represented as sets of bugs became the heart of a computer

system named BUGGY. BUGGY had many facets. It could be used as a game to introduce student

teachers to the idea of bugs and to develop their skill.k discoveriag systematic errors in their

students' work. BUGGY could also be used to analyze writ= tests worked by students in order to

diagnose which bugs,.(if any) the students had. It was used to analyze addition and subtraction

tests from over a thousand students. This early research is reported, in (Brown & Burton, 1978).

14
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Why subtraction?

Based on our early experience with BUGGY, a strategic decision was made to investigate one
procedural- skill thoroughly rather than to cast about for examples of systematic errors in many
domains at once. The procedural skill chosen for investigation was ordinary -multi-digit
subtraction. Its main advantage, from a psychological' point of view, is that is a virtually
meaningless procedure. Most elementary school students have only a dim conception of the
underlying semantics of subtraction, which are rooted in the base-ten representation of numbers.
When compared to the procedures they use to operate vending machines or play games,
subtraction is as dry, formal and disconnected from everyday interests as the nonsense syllables
used in early psychological. investigations were different from real words. This isolation is the bane
of teachers but a boon to the psychologist. It allows.lne to study a skill formally without bringing
in a whole world's worth of associations.

The goals of the studies

Since BUGGY, the research developed in several directions. One direction was the development of
Repair Theory, which was described above. In another direction, the technology for diagnosis was
improved and extended by Richard Burton to become the DEBUGGY system. DEBUGGY is able to
produce much more elaborate diagnoses than BUGGY. In addition, it can analyze a set of test
items to measure its diagnositicity, in the sense discussed below' . Burton also developed an
.interactive version_ of DEBUGGY (called IDEBUGGY), where the test items are generated by the
system on the basii of the student's previous answers, thus allowing IDEBUGGY to converge on a
diagnosis faster -and with greater certainty. This line of research is reported in (Burton, 1981).

C
In support of the theoretical and technological lines of research, extensive eMpirical.researdi h
been necessary. This research involved collection and detailed analysis of a larte'number of
systematic errors. This empirical investigation and its results are the topic of this paper.

The two major goals of the empirical studies were:

to pilot -lest DEBUGGY: To evaluate DEBUGGY's diagnostic capabilities by using it on the

kind of data that it would encounter if it w_ere deployed as an diagnostic adjunct to the

curriculum.

to test Repair Theory: To observe so many bugs that the,database of bugs can be taken as
an approximation of all the subtraction bugs that can occur. Repair Theory should be
able to generate this set of bugs.- Also, the studies were intended to check for the
existence of tinkering and btig migration.

15
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These are not the only uses that the data can be put to. Indeed, we have been asked so often for

these data that it seems worthwhile to Present it irt as complete and neutral a fashion as possible.

Thus, for &ample, data on the frequency ofoccurrence of bu&s will be,presented; although very

little use can be made of this data at the present lime vis a vis the above wals; the frequency data '

is important in design of remediaticin tools for cducation. Rather than present the data statistically

or in some other summarized form tailored to meet our goals it is presented for the most part in
tabular appendices. This allows other investigators to analyze the data as they see fit. The text is c

devoted to presenting the concepts involved in bug-level diagnosis, the methods used to collect and

.analyze the data, and commentary on the tables..

3. Subjects and methods

Two important development cycles began back in the.BUGGY days and continued throughout the

studies reported here. One was to extend DEBUGGY's diagnostic abilk by augmenting its database.

of bugs, and the other was to improve the set of test items used to elicit errors. Before discussing

the studies per se: it is best to describe these development cycles.

DEBUGGY cannot invent new bugs. Its inventiveness is limited to creating new sets of bugs from

known bugs. (Creatink a new set of bugs may sound trivial, but it is actually quite difficult in

general since bugs can interact with each other in complex ways.) Discovering new bugs is very . t

important for testing generative theories since it is only by having as complete a database of bugs

as possible that the generative sufficiency of the theory can be ascertained. Since. DEBUGGY does

not invent-new bugs, the method used to-discover new bugs is use DEBUGGY as a filter to remove .,

students whose behavior is adequately characterized by some set of existing bugs, leaving the .
human diagnosticians to concentrate on discovering any systematicity that lurks in what DEBUGGY

considers unsystematic behavior. When even the barest hint of a new bug is uncovered by the

experts, it is formalized and incorporated in DEBUGGY:s database. That way, DEBUGGY will

discover any subsequent occurrences of the bug, even when it occurs with other bugs, and even

with it interacts in non-linear; complex ways with those bugs. So the first cycle consists of

computer analysis, human analysis, and augmentation of the bug databasel

Test' diagnosticity. 4

The second cycle involves development,of highly diagnostic tests. The set of problems given on a

paper and pencil tests is probably the most important determinant our ability do diagnosis. One of

the facets of the DEBUGGY system is the ability to measure the diagnosticity of a test. Given any

subtraction test, it calculate exactly how many problems .a bug (or set of bugs) will miss on a

test and exactly which pairs of bugs (or pairs of sets of bogs) can not be differentiated because

they get exactIthe same answers on the whole test. It can do this even when the bugs in'a set

interact in complex ways, such a producing a corred:answer to .a problem that each bug in the set

'
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would miss had it alone been applied.th :the procedure. Naturally, one wishes ,each. 'potential
diagnosis to miss at least one problem on the test'so that it eari be discovered. However, because

stuAents often make slips,one wants each bug (or set of bugs) to miss several problems on the test ,
so that it can be discovered even if some of the problems it misses are not matched exactly by the
student's answer due to his careless mistakes. Similarly, one wants redundancy in the problemt
that allow 'two. different bugs Jot set of bugs) to be differentiated from each other.

DEBUGGY'S measurement of test diagnOlticity is just as dependent on the bug database as it
analysis of student errors. If a test passes the diagnosticity test, this only guarantees that any
diagnoSis that can be constructed from known bugs will be distinguishable. It makes no such
guarantee about nip/ bugs. Hence, the, second development cycle has been to upgrade the paper /
and pencil tests as: new bugs are discovered.

Ojyen" s7 mutual dependence of the data and techniques used to acquire it it is worthwhile
kin 4q :the cycles from the very beginning.

The .i)kaaguan and Wellesley studies

. ;
The original database of bugs was developed by Richard Burton, Kathy Larkin and John Seely
,Brown, from a collection of 1325 Nicaraguan students' test results (this is the data reported in
Brown & Burton, 1978). Twos problems hampered them. One was that they did not have the
acuPal test papers, but only each student's answers to the tests. Although/DEBUGGY makes no use
of the Scratch marks that students use, human diagnosticians seem highly dependent ors them. The.

Siseeolid Problerri faced by the investigators was that the diagnosticities of the tests were not high.
15espite these handicaps, Burton,: Larkin and Brown were able to identify 43 bugs while
:-,

aintaining confidence. that these bugs were not the product of pure speculation. However, the,
st :important effect of these bugs was to start the cycles rolling. Now better diagnostic tests

uld-be developed, and a . tighter filter, on .new bugs could be used.

d Nicaraguan students were fourth, fifth and sixth graders who had been taught subtraction by
radio (Searle, Friend, & Suppes,,1976). The wide variety of bugs discovered in their work made
us wonder what kinds of bugs we would find in American students who had received normal
classroom instruction; A study was conducted with 288 students from Welleslejr, Massachusetts
(Haviland, 1979). Although the actual test papers were available, the lack of test diagnosticity
continued to plague the investigators. A second'problem arose in that very few students made any
errors at all, probably because the students were sixth graders from an upper class cornmimity that
could be expected to have a good School, system. Consequently, only a few new \bugs were
discovered.

Capitalizing on our past experience,,two extensive studies were planned and executed by Jamesine

01
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Friend and 'the present author with the assistance of Richard. Burton, John _Seely, Brown, and

Elizabeth Berg. Highly diagnostic tests developed with the aid of DEBUGGY were used. The test

papers were available to the human. diagitosdcians. The students were mostly third and fourth,

graders from communities of average social and economic status, with school systems of average

corhpetency.

Several tests were developed with DEBUGGY'S help for these studies. The first two tests were for

interim use. They were replaced when enough new bugs had been discovered to make their
diagnosticity unacceptable. The tests that we ended up with had twenty items, and most items had

three or four columns. Here is one of them:

647 885 83 8305 50 062 742 106 716 1484 6591
46 205 44 3 23 . -.a 3 136 70 598. .887 2697--r

311 1813 102 9007 4015 702 2006 10012 8001.
214 215 39 6880 . 607 .108 ik 42 214 43

Every bug misses at least two `problems, Viand aiinost all missed three or more. This redundancy

allowed DEBUGGY to detect most bugs even in the presence of a large number of slips. The tests

were also extremely diagnostic in that every possible diagnosis was distinguishable from the Otheri

by at least one problem. (For purpOseS o defining "all. possible diagnoses," DEBUGGY was

restricted to including at most two bugs in a diagnosii.) ./
or

The-first-study,, -ealled-thel-Southbay-study,-was designecLta_accumuiate quantity of new

bugs and to pilot test DEBUGGY. Each ;student's test was carefully examin4 bY at least one and

often three human 'diagnosticians to corroborate or revise DEBUGGY'S diagnosis. Also, a proportion

of the students were retested several months later in order to study the long term stability of bugs. ) .

The second study, callecrihe Short-term study, featured testing students twice,' a short lime apart

(e.g. Monday and Wednesday). With this design, we could, inyestigate the short term stability of

bugs.

The Southbay- study: subjects and test administration

During the 1979-1980 school year, 849 students were tested during the Southbay study. Two

school districts in the southern San Francisco bay area agreed to participate in the study. Both

school districts were a fairly heterogeneous composition of social classes. The majority of the

children came from white, speaking families, although there were some Japanese:

Vietnamese, Korean and Fib childien. There were a number of children with Spanish.

surnames. Standardized test scores from the two districts show that one is slightly above the

national norm and the other 'is at about the 70th percentile.
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F.adi; district office sent notiqs ror';ilie study to their elementary schOol nrincipals, asking. for
teachersoo,volunteer for the piitearn. 33 teachers cooperated in the study. Although the teachers. '

were self selected we have no reason .,to believe that their siudents were unrepresentative of their

grede level's population.

1.

Most of the classrooms had a single grade, except the Special Education classrooms, which
included students in fourth, fifth and sixth grades. There were two combination classrooms, one

with third and fourth grades, the other with fifth and sixth grades. The number of classrooms by
grade level is:

grade number of classrooms
Third 15.
Fourth 11
Fifth , 4
Special Education 3

Testing of the classro ms was spread over several months in order to ease the load on the
diagnosticians. A 'few Clays before the tests were to be administered in a school, Friend went to

the school to conduct a brief teacher training session to acquaint the teachers with the nature of
the study, the tests, and the test administration procecll-n.. '" teachers were asked not to impose

a time limit on the children, but to allow the,., as lam time as they needed. (Teachers reported

to us that the test typically took 15 minutes or less to complete, but there were some children who
finished it in 5 minutes and others who took a half hour) The leachers were also asked to instruct
the students to respond Tcr Wery item even if they wereIptsuretheythalddoit.

Each classroom's file of student tests was analyzed by DEBUGGY. DEBUGGY'S analysis was then

checked by hand, always by at least one person (Friend) and frequently by another (Burton or
VanLehn). The objective of the hand analysis was to discover new bugs and to check that
DEBUGGY's diagnoses' were reasonable. DEBUGGY's analyses, with any corrections that the

diagnosticians felt were necessary, were compiled into a report for the teacher. This report,

together with a teacher's guide that explained how to use it, was mailed to the teacher.

The teacher's guide (Friend & Burton; 1980) contains a few pages for each bug, describing the
bug, giving examples of the errors itiproduces, and sometimes making suggestions for remediation.
A page of DEBUGGY-generated exercises is included that is suitable for remediating the bug in that

the exercises cause the bug to exhibit- symptoms.

The diagnostic reports and the guide were seen merely as the incentive for teachers to participate

in the study, and not as a serious attempt at deploying bug-level diagnoses in the classroom.
However, - informal follow-up interviews with some of the teachers exposed some interesting
problems that deploying this kind of detailed diagnostic information in the curriculum appears to

face. These problems will be discussed in a later section of the paper.

19
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To study long-torm stability of bugs, sd-mc of the students in the Southbay study wcrc reported to

thc teacher's as needing retesting. Whether they actually wcrc retested was up to the teacher, rind

ultimately only 154 students. were retested. A student Was recommended for retesting if either (1)

he could not be diagncised, or (2) his diagnosis includ6d one of the less common bugs. In

retrospectit would perhaps have been better to ask the teachers at the outset to retest their whole

class'at a later date. However, it was felt at the time that they would not be receptive to this since

recent concern with educational quality has mandated a very large number of.tests, and it was felt

that teachers would not want to'inelude yet another test in their crowded schedules without a very

compelling reason. However, 13 of the teachers'chose to do the retesting recommended to filem,

and one of than asked to be allowed to retest her whole class since she found that easier than

retesting only specific individuals in the class. It appears that we could' have asked teachers to

retest their whole class and gotten Nally high or higher participation. N

The Short-term study:- subjects and test 'administration

The second study to be repirted here was designed to test we short term stability of bugs. Tests

wcrc administered two days apart, gen ly on a Monday and the, following Wednesday.

Teacher's wcrc asked not to give any truction in subtraction between tests.

To control for the possibility that students would remember the previous test's answers rather than

recalculating, fciur testing conditions were used. In condition 1, -students received exactly the same

test form both days. In condition 2. students received the same prnblems, but in a different order.

---------In-eondition-1,--thoordcr-of_problems_was_theiamebuLeach problem was changed- slightly. In

condition 4, both the order and 'content of problems were changed. In short, the conditions

differed slightly in the content and/or, order of the items. However, it turned out the test scores

did not improve significantly in any of the four conditions (p > AO in all four cases, using the

Mann-Whitney U test).

The subj& acquisition, test administiation and' analysis procedures were as described for the

Southbay study. Only three third: grade claises elected to participate in the study since Ithe school

year was almost over. A total of 67 students completed both tests.

Data analysis

4

Bugs. are modifichtions of some correct procedure for the skill. To represent a systematic error, it
j,

is necessary ,to state whicti correct procedure is being modified by the given set of bugs, in the case

when more than one correct , procedure is possible. There arc several different subtraction

procedures taught in different pans of the world. Moreover,. even in the nited States, several

variations of the "standard" procedure are taught. differing particularly rcgard to the use of I

scratch marks. However, since our largest sample populations were drawn from school systems
,

4
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that taught similar subtractioli procedures, we have pfien able to represent the subtractilin data
.

using just one correct procedure. NonethelesS, the database and the diagnostic programs-are

designed to handle multiple alternative correct procedures.'

DIlOGGY analyzes a test in three stages( . . First, it grades the test. The students who make no
errors on the test arc _placed in.the.Correct category. Next, the set of bugs that fits the errors the
best isfound. Lastly.. DFIIUGGY decides whether the fit is good enough to put the student in the

Buggy category. If not, then it decides Whether. theit are few enoug"' errors that the student can
be put in the'Slip:s category. If there ,re too many e' ti-len student is placed in the
Undiagnokil. category.

the criteria used to assign subjects to the Buggy, Slips and Undiagnosed categories are complex-
and ad hoc. They were designed toinimic the intuitions of human diagnosticians. The following
is a rough characterization of it (sec Brown & Burton, 1978, for a complete treatment).

Rules for assigning diagnostic category.

1. If the d- iagnosis pr edicts all the student's answers, both corrcct,and incorrect, then heis
assigned to the Buggy category.

'2. Also, a student is assigned to the Buggy category if (i) thc diagnosis makes more true
prcdictions than false predictions and (ii) makes "enough true predictions about wrong
answers. The latter criterion' is meant to prevent a student from being diagnosed as having
bugs when in fact his wrong answers arc equally well predicted by the- hypothesis,that he
is perforTang-the correct algorithm with an overlay of sAps. Since the Buggy, and Slips
hypotheses agree whenever the bugs prcdict a corrcct answer, it is the problems where the
bugs pr diets wrong answers that split these two hypotheses. itcrion of "enough"
true dictions of wrong . answers is implemented by the follow g three conditions:

aa. Of the answers prcdictcd to be wrong by the bu 5% or more are indeed
the answers given by the student (i.e. are true rcdictions).

b. Of the answers predicted to be wrong by the bugs, 50% or more are true
- predictions, and there is only one bug in the set of bugs, and more than half the
wrong answers given by the student are pr cd by the bug.

c. Of the answers predicted to be wron by the bugs, there are more true
prcdictions than there are false predictions o s, and there are at least two
true predictions.

"3. If a student is not assigned to the Buggy category by rules 1 or 2, and he has gotten
90% of the problems correct, then he is assigned to the Slips category.

4. Otherwise, he is assigned td the Unsystematic category:

The actual algorithm used by DEBUGGY is more complex than this. DEBUGGY has an ability to

model certain kinds of slips which it uses to dccidc which of two competing sets of bugs is the best

fitting diagnoscs (Burton, 1981). Slips are used to temper, the decisions of rule" 2, although they do

not in fact play a role in rule, 3 despite the fact that rule 3 decides between the Slips category and

.k
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the Undiagnosed categorY. The) emphasis in the DEBUGGY research has been on modeling- bugs,

not slips.

As mentioned above, the database of bugs, grew during the Southbay and Short-term.studies.

,Since the contents of the database effects DEBUGGY's diagnosis, all the tests from both studies were
reanalyzed by DEBUGGY at the conclusions of these studies, after the newly-discovered bugs had
been installed in the database. The data from the reanalysis are the ones reported in this paper.,

4. Evaluating DEFIUGGY's diagnostic expertise

One of the main goals was to determine ether DEBUGGY could be relied upon to diagnose bugs

as a..curately as expert human diagnosti There were two ,reasons to believe that it might not

be reliable. First, DEBUGGY was not given the scratch marks that some students .ise to help, them

do borrowing. Our experience has been that the scratch marks are invaluable to human
diagnosticians. It was not at all clear that DEBUGGY could succeed given just the answers. The
second area of uncertainty in .DEBUGGY's design was the heuristics used to split Buggy students

from Undiagnosed students, and to determine which of two diagnoses is a bettei predictor of the
students answers. These can be a difficult decisions for human diagnosticians, let alone "DEBUGGY.

DEBUGGY versus the experts

Table 4.1 of appendix _4 (repeated on the next page) compares ;DEMJGGY's categorization of

students with the human diagnosticians' using. the Sopthbay-data. This is a three-by-three table, by

diagnostic category. If there were perfect agreement, all the off-diagonal entries would be zero.
Although they are not zero, in most cases they are cairly small, with two exceptions. The experts

found Buggy diagnoses for,30 (13%) of the students' that DEBUGGY considered Undiagnosed.

These cases are due to the fact that the human diagnosticians could see the scratch marks, and

hence could be more sure of the systematicity of the errors which DEBUGGY found butirejected,as

being not quite systematic. The other large off -diagonal entry represents 59 cases of the expert
deciding that there was not enough evidence to rate a diagnoses as Buggy even though DEBUGGY

thought so (these 59 cases represent 20% of DEBUGGY's Buggy diagnoses). Again, we believe these

represent inherent differences between DEBUGGY ax d die human diagnosticians' judgments caused

' by the latter's access to the scratch- marks.

I
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Experts' Diagnosis
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DEBUGGY's Diagnosis Slips Buggy ( Undiagnosed totals
.-.

Slips 148 (95%) 4 ( 3%) 3' 3 ( 2%) 155 (10-0%)
Buggy . 3 ( 1%) 233 179%) 59 (20%) 295 (100%)
Undiagnosed 18 ( 8%) 30 (13%) 188 (80%) 236 (1'00%)

totals 169 267 250 686
u.

However, it appcars that DEBUGGY's classification algorithm is a good compromise in that about
the same percentage-of students are mis-classified into the Buggy and Undiagnosed categories.
That is; it is biased neither towards systematicity nor against it. This leads to the conclusion that a
nearly optimal setting of the parameters of the classification algorithm has been reached.
Improved classification would require giviig DEBUGGY access to the scratch marks. and/or a more
complete ,model of slips.

Another way that DEBUGGY could be inaccurate is by choosing the wrong diagnosis for a Buggy
student when several dia,noses were in close competition. Table 4.2 of appendix.4 shows how the
diagnoses given by DEBUGGY were corrected by the human diagnosticians.- In almost every case
(220 out of 233, or 94%), there was" substantial agreement between the experts' diagnoscs and
DEBUGGY's, and in many, cases (193, or 83%) their diagnoses were identical, This shows that
DEBUGGY was excellent at choosing among competing hypotheses. In short, DEBUGGY *d the
experts_agree_sm_what_a_systematic_error consists_of_but_sometinies disagree_cinibolv_systenzafic_the
error is.

DEBUGGY versus the experts with matched-item tests

In an effort to probe DEBUGGY's expertise more deeply, we again compared it to ekpert judgments
but handicapped it. Using the Short-term study, the experts were allowed to use both tests of a

- student in performing their diagnosis while DEBUGGY analyzed each test individually. Since the
test forms were matched item-by-item, the experts could see the same item answered twice, and
thus more easily come t° an intuitive assessment of whether an error was due to a slip or'a bug.
In order to have a basis for comparison, two expeie analyzed the tests independently. The
differences between their diagnoses could be used as a baseline for the differences between
DEBUGGY's diagnoses and expert ones. The results are summarized, in appendix 4.

Roughly speaking, the experts agreed more with DEBUGGY Than they did with each other. The only
substantive difference was that the experts put more students in the Slips category than DEBUGGY,
and fewer in the-Undiagnosed. This can be attributedrto Their access to matched test items, which
presumably allowed them to more confidently assert that non-buggy errors came from slips rather
than from some unknown cause.

23
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To sum up, it appears that DEBUGGY using juSt the answers is,as good,as the expert diagnosticians

using the answers plus scratch marks, plus matched-item tests. The decision to allowing it no

access to the scratch marks appears to pave, been, op balance, a good one. It makes the system

practical becauie much less data (namely the answers alone) needs to be entered off the test sheets.

The- lack of this inforMation' does not appear to hurt its ability to formulate a bug-level diagnosis

at all, -although it does appear to hurt its ability to assess whether a diagnosis deserves the Buggy

classification (the difference in judgment could also result fibril DEIIIUGGY'S incomplete treatment

of slips).

5. The Undiagnosed Category

When all the tests in both the Southbay and Short-term studies are considered, a large percentage

were assigned to the Undiagnosed category. Similar figures occurred in the Nicaraguan study, as

shown below:

Category
Correct
Buggy
Slips
Undiagnosed
totals

Nicaraguan
37

606 (39%)
116 ( 9%)
667 (62%)

1325

-Sou
12
thbay khort-term

1
417 (40%)
223 (22%)
386137%)

1138

e figtires in parentheses are the percentages of the, students who made errors that were assigned

to each category. In both studies, a substantial, proportion of the population coup not be
What is causing the errors in these students' performance$

774 "math disabilities" hypothesis

One conjecture is that the Undiagnosed students are not well practiced in subtraction, math

phobic, or "stupid." If test scores are taken as a measure of such math disabilities, then there is

no evidence for this explanation. The scores of the Buggy and Undiagnosed' students are almost

identical. Figure 1 is a graph of the distributioni of test scores. One line shows the distribution

for students in the Buggy category and the other shows itudents in the Undiagnosed category.

These' distributions are very similar, except in two places. One is a large peak in the Buggy
distribution at a score of three answers correct. This is due to the fact that the test had just three

problems that did not iequire borrowing (only form 2 is covered by the graph, since it was the

most commonly used form). This peak is almoit entirely due to the bug Smaller-From-Larger, of

which there were 106 occurrences. This bug misses all but three problems on the test.
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Figure 1: The distribution of raw.test scores is Y)lotied for the Buggy category (solid lirie) and the
Undiagnosed category (dashed line). The x4axit, is the number of prObleMs answer41 correctly.
The, y-axis is the percentage of students in the cAtegory who obtained that score. The test.had
problems. Students who. missed only one, or two problems are not shown.
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The other peak is in' the Undiagnosed distribution, at the 16-answer.cogect mark. We think this
, . `

peak" is due students making careless mistakes, i.e. slips. This. peak is thl leasling 'edge of a much

larger siiPs, k' that Would continfie upward from 16 aniiversicoriect to 18 answers correct (the

test h` bfems), except that DEBUGGei classification algorithniiilacainidiagnosable students
Who or more problenis wrong 'in thc Undiagnosed category rather than the Slips one.

, This peak probably' represents students who should have been 19t,in the Slips category Imore on

this conjecture in a Moment). These' two peaks aside,, the distributions are very similar. When the

points corresponding .% these two peaks (namely the points at 3, 4, 15 and 16) are left out, the

correlation between dte two distiibutions is :.57 < .05).

.4?

tched-item 'tests

the test score distributioM sparked a more intensive hand analysis 'of the tests of

e Undiagnosed category. We already knew that' it Was difficult to, do better thin

just one tese(c.f. the. preceding section). Howeler, it was discovered during the

-term lit0 that much at the uncertaintiesr in hand dialgnosis' were removed by having two
same' test_available, even though the tests were taken several days anat..- 'Since

each Prollenk-',Was'ansWered tWiceit was easier to separate slips from repeated, conceptually based

errba. Birviiiig. pairs of tests, informative hand diagnosis of the Undiagnosed class proved

,`popihle.,
,44

ts in the Short term study were Undiagnosed on one or the other of their wits.
.("6. .'These-were; waryzed7by-Me--author-with-an -eye -to---finding-1-wliat-proportion_otAhem_coulti_be

:--0).f4
.iiiccounted!lbr with slips and tinkering.

The major source of unsystematic performanc; appears to be facts errors and other slips (No

1981). ,Slips are -unintended actions. 'the person had the competence to chose and execu
certainyiction but 'Miring pedbrmanci, he did not. 'In addition to errors in the basic subtraction

tacts, One ()Rene sees cases where

se! a decrement is forgotten.
.3 a digit is incremented instead of decremented,
o the lait column of a problem is not processed,
0 an extra, inappropriate borrow is performed,
o a digit cg decremented by tw$When the botton digit in its column is a two,
o and many others. \

45% of:the knoients who were placed in the Undiagnosed category on the basis of a single 'test

were analyzed as: performing the correct algorithm with several slips. (These performances are

particularly easy, to pick out since slips do not in general appear on the same problems on both

t. Tliat is: if errors, on the first test are not matched by errors on the same problems on the

second test, then it is likely that the student's errors are due to slips. Perhaps this observation
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%te..o.014 be used in constructing aids' tor this style of two-test diagnosis, or for single-test diagnosis
Using redundant items.)

Slips occur on top of bugs as well as the correct procedure.. Here, their occurrence complicates
and sometimes prevents DEBUGGY from reaching a diagnosis. :That is, the underlying.compOtence
is well modelled by bugs, hut.,slinstreate enough noise that diagnosis is blocked. Our tests were

0 designectio that almost all Bugs get at least three problems wrong, but there are ma_ny that miss
six or fewer probleins. Wheiislips.modifies:a significant percentage of the answers that the bug
will cause the student to get 'prong, Which for some bugs means the student need slip On only say, '-

three of the six problems it vduld.miss, then 'there, will probably not be enough evidence (either
for DEBUGGY or a human :expert) to diagnoses performance as Buggy. However, the two -test
samples allows slips to be uncovered eveti when they are on top of bugs. It was foUnd that 14% of
the UndiagnoSed students had bugs that .were covered by slips.

A third conjecture is that much unsystematic error is due to untiring. 18% of. the Undiagnosed
students in the two-test sample were found to be tinkering.

The remaining 23% of the twilest sample exhibited a pattern of errors that was too stable to be
analyzed as due tto slips, but could not be accounted for as tinkering or slip-ridden bugs. The

expert simply did . not have enough data on each student's perforMance to reach a defini/ive
diagnosis, even with the two tests. The source of the ,errors in their performance remains a
mystery.

The %116iviiig table summarizes the findings given above:

46% Slips
14% , Bugs
18% Tinkering
23% Unknown

100% total
0

The main reason that so many. students could not be diagnosed by DEBUGGY is that they were
making too many slips. However, there was also some tinkering present among the Undiagnosed
students, as well as a non-trivial _amount of truly pukzling behavior. For DEBUGGY to do betterit
probably would have to have much more'reOundant test items so that it could locate slips in. the
way, that the expert did, namely, hy. comparing a student's performance on identical or nearly

%. Nidentical problems.



6. Repair Theory's predictions

The main claim of Repair Theory is that it can generate all the observed bugs. In fact, it can not

do this, but for a goodreason. Repair 'iteory_postulatesa particular process, namely of reaching_

an impasse then patch' t with some highly local problem solving. However, this prociess is in

effect parameterized e set of impasset and repairs it is equipped with. The more impasses

and repairs,, the more bugs it can generate. If enough imp_asses and repairs were used, all the bugs

could be generated. Ind d, we have collected and preciiely described an ad hoc but empirically

sufficient-set of impasses d repairs. Same of these are mentioned in the appendix 5, and others

are desaibed in the "periodic table" section of (Brown & VanLehi, 1980).

However, we would rather have principled sets of impasses and repairs, ones that are generated

from some constraints imposed by the task domain or the learning sequence the student is in, the

midst of. This would, for example, allow one to predict the bugs of thni *add occur in a new

procedural skill before any data were collected. One highly principled technique for generation of

impasses a/ use_ d in (Brown & VanLehn, 1980). But it generates only a few of the needed

imp and consequently only 18 of the 77 observed bugs (the observed bugs are listed in

appendix 3 of this paper). Other principles for generating the sets of impasses and repairs are

being investigated that will hopefully converge on generating the ad hoc, observation-based sets

used in this paper.

Using co-occurrence frequencia as evidence

47-

In section 3.6 of Brown & VanLehn (1980). the-authors consider a new technique for generating

impasses based on overgeneralization: .The argument they present is 'interesting for the way it uses

the data. It makes a prediction about 4he frequency of bugs co-occurring with other bugs. That

prediction. happened to be correct in the Southbay data, and the-argument and its prediction is

worth recapitulating here for the way it uses the frequency data.

There arc .several bugs that could be 'generated by liarious repairs if only an impasse occurred

whenever the student borrowed into a zero. -That is, when the student comes to process. a column

with zero on top and a non-zero number on the bottom, instead of borrowing he does some repair.

The bugs Diff -O-N=N and Diff-0-N=0 are two such bugs. (See appendix 1 for a description of

these bugs.) Brown and VanLehn suggest that theie bugs occur because the student does not

know how to hprrow from zero. When such a student is asked to do a borrow from zero, he

violates the precondition that a zero can not be dectemented. He then overgenerahzes the newly

discovered prohibition "you can't borrow from Ate to include "yon can't borrow into zero." So

in addition to hitting an impasse whenever he borrows fiontzei6, the student's overgineralized

precondition blocks borrowing in 0-N columns, causing an impasse which leads to the two 0-N

bugs. Crucially, this explanation predicts that when the two 0-N bugs occur in compound
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diagnoses, another bug in the diagnosis will involve an inability to do borrowing across zero (i.e.
recursive borrowing). Close .examination of appendix 2 Verifies this _prediction. The results are

summarized in the followingltio tables a first counts the number of times the two Diff70-N.
bugs occurred with recursive borrow bugs, and the second counts the number of times-they
occurred with other kinds of bugs. As predicted, there are more occurrences with recursive barrow
bugs than with other bugs.

Occurrences with Recursive Borrow Bug (plus others, in some cases)
15 Borrow-Across-Zero
17 Stops-Borrow-At-Zero

3 Smaller-Firom-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero
-Borrow-From-Bottom-Instead-of-Zero

36 total
/

Occurrences with Non-Recursive Borrow Bug (plus others, in some cases)
. 7 ., Borrow-No-Decreinent

4 Smaller-From-Larger
1 Diff -N-0=0
1. A Blank-Insteadof-Borrow
1 Borrow-From-Zero

.

14 total

This kind of argumentation using the frequency of co-occurrence is interesting, and one we would
like to be able to do more of. Unfortunately, the sample is too small to see such effects except
with extremely common bugs such as Diff-O-N=N. Most bugs occur less than a half dozen times,
a quantity -so small that differential co-occurrence frequencies are often not statistically meaningful.

Reifying the impasse-repair process.
go

Repair Theory was developed well before the Short-term study was conducted. At that time, it
was unknown whether the impasse-repair process was actually a process the .students went throUgh

during the course of solving some arithmetic problem, or whether it could not be reified and had
to remain an essentially mathematical model, that is, a formal specification of a. set of bugs,
implemented as a function whose internal chronology had nothing to do with students' real,
temporal behaviors on arithmetic tests. A few students had' been found who appeared to be
tinkering, but the single test data was not redundant enough to elimtriate the possibility that what
appeared to be shifting among repairs was in fact just slips. The Short-term tests were critical in
finding out whether the impasse-repair process, or rather its chronology, eould be reified. Showing
that the sequence of states traversed by the model while generating a bug could in some fashion be
observed in the real, temporal behavior of a student who developed that bug would justifying
claiming "psychological reality" at a much finer grain size, namely the grain size of the process
itself rather than just its output.
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The data from the Short-term study are presented appendix S. It is analyzed two ways, by
DEBUGGY, which can not analyi.e the data in terms of tinkering, impasses and repairs, and by an

expert who can. When the data are analyzed by DEBUGGY. there is a moderate amount of
instability:

Stible procedure; Changes slips alone
21 (31%) .tWrw- t algorithm

2 3 Stable bugs
23 subtotal

Stable impasses (phis perhaps some stable bugs); changes due to differing repairs
2. ( 3%) Bug migration

Unstable procedure; changes. unexplained
11 (18%)- Correct Rrocedurechanges to Undiagnosed
19 (28%) Bugs appear or disappear (plus perhaps some stable bugs)
30-- (45%) subtotal

Unanalyzable
12 (18%) Undiagnosed both tests

67 (100%) total

Although two cases of bug migration were found, these were embedded in so much unexplained

shifting among procedures that it is uncertain whether the bug migration cases were caused by the

mechanisms that Repair Theory postulated, 11, whether they were due to whatever it was that was

causing so many other bugs .to appear and disappear. To resolve this uncertainty, the 67 students

were thoroughly analyzed by hand. The results came out somewhat differently:

Stable procedure; changes line to slips alone
38 (54%) Stable correct algorithm

3 ( 4%) Stable bugs
39 (68%) subtotal

Stable impasses (plus perhaps some stable bugs); changes due to differing repairs
0 ( 0%) Bug migration.
6 ( 9%) Tinkering on one test, bug on the other
8 ( 9%) Tmkering on both tests

12 (18%) subtotal ,

Unstable procedure; changes unexplained
1 ( 1%) Correct procedure changes to Undiagnosed
6 ( 7%) Bugs appear or disappear (plus perhaps some stable bugs)
7 (10%) Impasses appear or disappear (plus perhaps some stable bugs)

13 (19%) subto

Unanalyzable
4 ( .6%) . Undiagnosed both tests

67 (100%) total
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There is still a signifiCant amount of unexplained shifting among procedures, but it is comparable
in siie to the amount of shifting explained by Repair Theory. A large amount of tinkering was

found. Hence, it can..-:be, concluded that reifying the inipasses-repair 'process is, justified.. _

7. Prospects for deploying buglevel diagnosis

As a user, the author found Burton's DEBUGGY program truly amazing. It performs much better

than I can given the same input; in fact, none of the diagnosticians on the project feel they can
match DEBUGGY'S ability to do diagnosis when given only the answers andtlot the scratch marks.

Despite the fact that is a very large, very complicated, program that uses' Artificial Intelligence

technology, it is extremely reliable. Typitally, it is left running unattended overnight.
We

DEBUGGY was built as a research vehicle, rather than a practical way to deploy diagnostic

technology in the educational system. However, it has succeeded so well that it is worth examining

the possibility of making it a practical service to teachers.

Diagnosing the Undiagnosed

One feature is crucially important to add to DEBUGGY. In a third of the cases, namely the
Undiagnosed students, DEBUGGY has nothing informative to tell the teacher about the student. It is

only when the student is Buggy that the teacher receives information about the student that can be

used for placement or remediation. In the near term, bug-level diagnosis should be combined with

standard criterion or subskill-based diagnosis (e.g. Friend, 1981) for the Undiagnosed students.

Unfortunately, the tests used in thit study are totally inappropriate for subskill-based diagnosis.

Subskill-based tests require test items which isolate each subskill from the others. Thus, if the

ability to perform borrows in adjacent columns is considered a subskill, a number of items must .

require that subskill but not others. this allows the missing subskill to binary

on

identified by the bina

pattern of right and wrong answers. Since almost every test item on our tests requires using
almost every sub,traction subskill to solve it (which is exactly what one wants in an optimal test for

detecting bugs), the pattern of right and wrong answers reveals next to nothing about the presence

and absence of subskills. Burton (1981) suggests it would be possible to construct-a test that both

isolated subskills while remaining highly diagnostic for bugs. How many test items such a test

would have,to have remains to be seen.

Moving' to new procedural skills. the "new bugs" problem

The central limitation on DEBUGGY is its inability to invent new bugs. Although it can invent new

systematic errors, so to speak, by forming never-before-seen sets of bugs, some of which have

complex non-linear interactions, this is not.the same as inventing a new bug. DEBUGGY helps
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researchers find new bugs by filtering out students with 'known bugs, thus allowing human
diagfiosticians to focus 'on the apparently unsystematic students.

However, this is not a strong filter since a third of the students are classified as Undiagnosed. This_
leaves the hunian diagnosticians with a large number of telt paPers to analyze for new bugs.
Consequently, it requires a great-deal of effort to build a database of bugs the size of the one the
DEBUGGY now has. Lumping 'together the work of the six diagnosticians that have weed on the
project over the last several years, we estimate that four or five thousand hoursvese spent doing
hand diagnosis. Have we found all the bugs, or are another several person-years necessary to
guarantee accurate diagnosis as well as insure that the database of bugs is complete enough to
adequately test generative theories of bliss?

The following table is a rough summary of the rate at which new bugs were discovered. It should
be taken as an estimate only since We did not record the dates tht bugs were entered .in the
database.

C

Nicaraguan Study (December 1977)
Wellesley Study (October 1979)
First data from Southbay Study (November 1979)
Further data from Southbay Study (April. 1980) .

Last data from Southbay Study (June 1980)

added
.45
15
30
15
10

total
45
60
90
105
115

(
The original Nicaraguan study initialized the database with 45 bugs. The Wellesley study a year
later added only 15 bugs because the test was not very diagnostic and the stUdents were too
competent. The Southbay study was extremely productive, adding 55 new bugs to the database.
Most of these came at the beginning of the study. One could conclude from the. fact that the rate
of new bugs being entered decreases that the database was cony g. However, it appears to be
converging rather slowly. In short, we probably have not fou the bugs, and it could takes
substantial effort to do so.

This means that additional methods should perhaps be sought to reject generative theories of bugs
when. they appear to. be generating "too many" buis., that don't occur in the database. That is,
since the database can not be assumed to be complete, the fact that a particular theory generates a
bug or even many bugs that are not the database is not sufficient cause td reject that theory. A
method based on absurd or "star" bugs is used to reject theoiies that overgenerate in (Brown &
VanLehn, 1980). Its merits and shortcomings are discussed 'there.

Although having a nearly complete database of bugs is very important for testtg generative
theories of bugs, it may be that* is not very important for diagnostic applications in education if
the newly discovered bugs turn out to be very rare. To show whether the new bugs Were indeed
rare, the bugs in the table of bug occurrence frequencies in appendix 3 have been annotated to
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indicate whether they were in the database at the beginning of the Southbay study. Although most
of thC new bujOuccurred only once or twice, some were not at all -rare. One. the very last bugs

to bel-entered, 0-I1=-LN-Except-AA-Borrow, turned at to_be the sixth 'most, frequently occurring
bug upon reanalysis of the SoUthbay data. So, the new bugs' were not uniformly rare. To get a
diagnostic instrument of even medium accuracy, discovery of new bugs must be puisued vigorosly
through several iterations of the test development cycle.

One possible way to reduce the need for bug discovery is to pre-load the database by giving the
imagination free rein t6 invent as many conceivable, bugs as possible. This was not done in our
studies because increasing the size of the database. the number of hypotheses considered
by DEBUGGY during analysis; on the compUtert used originally, this.eaused DEBUGGY to run out
of memory. We now run DEBUGGY on-computers with much larger address spaces, so loadingthe
deabase with speculative bugs is feasible.

HoweVer, our experience during the Southbay studiir indicates that the imagination, even of
experienced diagnosticians, is not powerful enough to invent some of the bugs that children invent.
FOr example, take the bug Decrement-Mtiltiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Right. When borrowing
across several zeros, this bug changes the rightmost one to.9, then next one to 8, then next to 7,
and so on. It will answer problems in this fashion:

30005
7

27898

This bug .seemed incredible to us when we first noticed., '"It was ceetnly not a bug that we
would have thought of before we saw it. But having seen this bug, it seemed plausible that its
symmetric partner, the bug Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Left, might exist. Both birgs
were added to the database. DEBUGGY found four cases of one and three cases Of the other. This
anecdote illustrates how data and the imagination both are necessary to fill out the database.

Repair Theory offers a different approach to pre-loading a database with bugs. Essentially, it
provides a way of transferring the imagination- and experience expended on subtraction to other
domains. The two bugs mentioned just above, for example, could be generated by Repair Theory
when it is equipped with certain repairs. When The llise skill of the theory is changed from
subtraction, to for example, multiplication, the analogs of these two bugs would be generated. In
thii fashion, the database could be pre-loaded by Repair Theory. Those bugs in combination with
those suggested by the imagination or experts might provide .a fairly good initial set. What

proportion of the ultimate,set of observed bugs these would turn out to be is. at this point a matter
of conjecture.
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Micro-computer DEBUGGY

It has often been suggested that a quick-and-dirty version of DEBUGGY be built for a. micro-
computieso that It could be Osed by the teacher in* classroom or while grading papers at home.
By examining the -data, we can guess at how much diagnostic abilty one would lose in such an
implementation.

Appendix 2 shows that only a few sets of bugs occurred more' than once. Of the 157 distinct pets

of bugs, only 50 occurred more than once. The-other 107 diagnoses occurred exactly once. One
might say that there is a long "tail" to the frequency distribution. Of course, the bulk of the
students fell under the non-tail part- of the distribution; the 50 multiply-occurring sets of bugs
accounted for 310 (74%) of the 417 Buggy students.

One inference that can be drawn is that a diagnostic instrument that can only diagnose high and
medium frequency systematic errors will fail to diagnzise roughly a quarter of the students that

DEBUGGY can diagnose. That is if it is unable to diagnoseose the students in the long -tail, then It

will miss 107 (or 26%) of the 417 students that DEBUGGY diagnosed. Moreover, it is these rare

bugs that most need to be diagnosed since these are the ones teachers can't. detect thereby causing

the student sebe perceived as "random," which in turn could perhaps lead to the student's
developing a permanent fear of mathematiCs.

This lengthy tail was also found in the Nirlragnin data However, the fall-off in frequency was

not as rapid as it is in the Soudibilprita, and the tail was not as long. We believe the explanation

for this lies in the higher diagnosticity of the tests used in the Southbay study, and in
improvements to DEBUGGY and its database. Because the Nicaraguan tests were not as diagnostje
students that would receive distinct diagnoses using the Southbay tests actually received the same.

diagnosis. Similarly, DEBUGGY'S increased prowess at discriminating bugs (due mostly to the larger

variety of bugs in its database, but also to its ability to use up. to four bugs in a diagnosis instead

of only two) tended to split students that it once would have given the same diagnosis to into

separate, although perhaps overlapping, diagiumes. In short, when more accurate diagnosis is

performed, one finds that there are distinct diagnoses. Consequently, the frequency of any

given set of bugs tends to decline towards one.

This means that the worse the diagnostic tests and analyzer are, the shorter the tailkon the
distribution and the higher the frequency of individual diagnoses. Hence, a quick- and-dirty high-

frequency-only diagnostic program would justify itself falsely. Suppose a diagnostic histnunentcan
only detect Smaller -From- Larger and a few of the oth4r high-frequency bugs. Then, students who

in fact have one the less common bugs that is similar to Smaller-From- Larger, such as Smaller-

From-Larger- of-Borrow-From-Zero or Smaller-From-Larger-When-Borrowed or Borrow-

Once-Then-Smaller- m-Larger, would be diagnosed as , having SmalleFrom-Larger. The

instrument's assump that most students have one of the high fiequency diagnoses would be

4
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unfairf vindicated.

. .
More- iniplicationefor a .quick-and-dirty diagnostic -instrument. follow from the 1#40 va of ho

that occur Ilk the high-mid frequency diagnoses in appendix Considering just the 50 diagnoses

(te. sets of Wg.$) that occur more than once, one finds 32 different bugs. These figures become
meaillifgfill.whekcompared to the 77 bugs that occurred overall. A: large fraction of the bugs (32

of 77, or 42%) is' ecessary just to get the high frequency sets ottugs. .This, has implications for

the design of a qiiick-and-dirty diagnostic instrument. It says that such a program would not
benefit from including an a4ility to do bug compounding, that is to cope with the non-linear
interactions involved in forming sets of abugs.dynamically. It would still need to store 32 bugs just
to. get the high froNency diagnoses; it would be cheaper in term of space and time just to store
the 50 high freque4sets of bugs. Of courser this is incredibly risky in that slight perturbadoris
in tie datapresented gale would boost some diagnoses overt the single-occurrence line, and others

)under it. . .

Z

;fling DEBUGGY's diagnoses
\

We do not know whether providing bug-level diagnpses to the teachers will help them `'educate
their students. That effect depends crucially on 'what they do with the information. However,

simply handing them the information does not appear to be effective. The teachers who

participated in our es were given a teacher's manual (Friend & Burton; 1981) that described

each bug detail along with, foe some bugs, co n sense suggestions for remediation. A sheet

of exerci / suitable for photOcopying and ed t exhibit the bug was included in the
manual ,for each bug. In informal meetings with the ers after they had had their. 'class's
diagnostic report and the manual for some time, we found that in general they did of derstand

the concept of a bug 'and consequ1ently did not use the information we gave them as ell asPthey

could have, if at all.

This is clotsistent with our experience tI4 Buggy game, a micro-computer game designed

to teach the concept of a bug dent teachers (Brown & Burton, 1978). Players often

commented after playing the game that it they learned a great deal from it, that' it changed the war
they thought of students' errors (Brown & Burton, 1978, appendix 1). In short, the bug concept is
sufficiently foreign to teachers that a certain amount of teacher training, perhaps as little as a
couple of hours playing the Buggy game, is necessary before they can begin tose the diagnostic
information that DEBUGGY provides. #

Longitudinal effects

Before. one can assess the effects of bug-based remediation, it is necessary to know what happens
naturally to bugs. In particular, do they persist throughout school, or do current educational
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practices eventually remcdiate them?

.. .

A relationship was (und between bugs and grade level. The following table shows, for each

grade, hdw many subjects wee assigned to each diagnostic category. (The students irk remedial

and special education classds, af which there were 30, have not been included in this table. Eight
., z-

'sixth graders are included in the fifth grade since that was the -grade level which they were

receiving in:santdon.) - .
4

Grade, Correct_ Slips
.

, Buggy andiignosed
f

totals '

Third 32 ( 6%) # 64 (13%) 23.7 (49i) 148 (30%) 481 (100%)
Fourth 48 (15%) 7. (24%) 87 (27%) 104 (32%) 315 (100%)
Fifth 19.(19%) 41 (41%) 13 "(13%) 25; (25%) 98 (100%)

taiS 99 (1T%) 102 (20%) 337' ('38%) 277 (31%) 895 (loon

As one would expert, the proportion of the sample assigned to the Correct and Slips categories
rises as the grade level increased from three to five. However, it was somewhat surprising to find

that the proportion assigned to the Undiagnosed category remained relatively constant across grade

levels. It appears that the systematic errors of the younger students apparently become the
systematic correct algorithm of the older student, while current teaching practices seem to leave the

Undiagnosed errors unremediaticli Should thi. trend in fact underlie the variation of this table; it I

would imply that, remediation should be focused on the Undiagnosed student than the Buggy one.
Hoviever, the actual situation is much more cOniOlicated than that, as the long term stability data

shows.

. A long-terM stability study was included as part of the Southbay study. By long-term. we mean
that the tests were given at least two monthi apart, but still within. the same school year.
Appendix .6 presents the long-term data. The, basic finding isdthat about half the Buggy students

became Undiagnosed and about half the Undiagnosed students became Buggy: .This casts doubt

on the hypothesis that current teaching practices are 'succeeding in correcting systimatic errors but

not in correcting unsystematic errors. However, the instability in the short ,term makes these

category figures somewhat stispecy It could be that these, "long term instability" figures are so
buried in "short term instability'ihat they do not in fact reveal the underlying trends. So, we will

have to leave the question of the efficacy of remediation on systematic error until a better
understanding of short-term stabkfity is developed.

Although the changes in diagnostic category are a mystery, the ;hanges in the bugs -of the 34
students who were Buggy oh both tests follow the patterns that one would expect intuitively.

There were 17 students who had the same or overlapping bug diagnoses on both tests. Appendix

6 shows. their)diagnoses. The bugs in common. on both, tests show long-term stability. Not

surprisingly, the most frequently stable bugs are Smaller-From-Larger, Stops-Borrow-At-Zero and

Borrow- AcrossjZero, which are exactly the three most common bugs.
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There were 17 students who had non - overlapping, diagnoses on the two tests. In `most cases, the

changes showed that the student was learning more about subtraction.. For example, the students
who had Smaller-From-I 4rger on the first test had bugs involving borrowing on the g%ond test. .
k;vidently, they had learned something about borrowing between the two tcsts, but not enough to
do it perfectly. Another classic case is a studcnt Who ,movdd from Borrow-From-Zero to. Stops-

: Borrow-At-Multiple-Zero. This student evidently learned about boriowing across one zero
between tests, but had not yet learned borrowing across several zerosa skill which is Usually
taught after borrowing across one zero. Of the 17 students, there were only four who dip&
show this pattern.

8. Conclusions

Prior to the studies reported here. it was felt that all subtraction errors could be modelled with two
mechanisms: bugs and slips. Slips were a "performance" phenomena that were expected to be
highly unstable overtime and only loosely related to the subtraction problems they ow in. Bugs

were a "competence" phenomena reflecting mistaken beliefs about the skill and as such, bugs were
expected to be consistent across a whole test and stable across tests given some days apart.

%,

There were two areas of uncertainty marring this early view of a world composed of bugs and
slips. First, half the students that we had analyzed at that point (i.e. -in the Nicaraguan study) were
not consistently following bugs during the test. We attributed this to the shortness °flip test and

fla
,

its lack of diagnosticity; if only v d more data on each of those students, the bugs they !tad
could be diagnosed. But there remai ed the possibility that these students were not really Buggy,
and that a third mechanism would have to be added. to bugs and slips to model their behavior.

The second uncertainty was raised by teachers who reported that they had seen bugs (or what ,

appeared to them to be bugs) come and go over very short periods of time. It could be that bugs
are not stable like bugs in Compbter programs in that they required active participation of the
teacher or some other aspect of the learning environment to make them change. If they were not
stable, then a new mechanism would be needed to model how bugs changed so quickly with no
outside intervention. In short, the parsimony of the bug-slips view of the world was threatened.

The Southbay study was conducted with excellent tests, an improved DEBUGGY, and a dedicated
staff of experienced diagnosticians. This diagnostic power seemed sufficient to determine whether
bbgs and slips alone would be enough to model any individual's performance on a test, or whether
a significant proportion of the population could not be analyzed in these terms. The latter
hypothesis was correct: 34% of the population could not be diagnosed in terms of bugs and slips.
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The Short-term study, although conducted with only a small number of students; sufficed to: est
whether bugs ere in general. stable. They are not. 'Of the students who had bugs on the first

test, only 12% had the same bugs on the second test, and some had no bugs at.all. There arc

definitely major short term instabilities in bug

Data was also collected to Icompare the long-term stability of bugs by testing several months apart.
Roughly speaking, the long-term stability data is very similar to the short-term stability data This
implies that the bug instabilities could be a result of testing itself rather than the time between

tests. That is, short-term instability can not be attributed to student; remembering the test from

the -preceding day and actively trying to do the present test /differently, nor, can long term

instability be attributed to rem tion or spoitaneous remission of the bugs. Instead, it appears

that instability results from students g a different "mental set" for the"duradon of each test.

This challenges us to change our image of a bug as something that necessarily exists over time as

part of the child's long term beliefs about subtraction. Instead, many students' bugs.appear to 6
manufactured as the test begins and held consistently for the duration of the test, onlya to be

dismissed and evaporate from memory as soon as the test is over and they have served their

purpose, namely to get the student through the test. That is, bugs appear to be manifestations of
rational, albeit incorrect, problem solving strategies for working the test. As such, there is no

reason for a student to retain the strategy after the test is over ,it or, nother like it can be
generated again next time. (Indeed; practice may have exactly the wrong effect here. When the
student has just invented a hug, practice may solidify the bug in memory thus making remediation

more difficult.)

This view is formalized by Repair Theory. It describes the kind of local problems and their
solutions that lead students to perform as if they had bugs. It has proved successful in explaining

a certain percentage of the behavior that DEBUGGY could not diagnose; these studenti appear to
havelbcen tinkering with various problem:solving strategies in the midst Of, the lest, and thus did

not exhibit consistent enough behavior for DEBUGGY.t0 characterize it with bugs. Repair Theory

successful in explaining the apparent instabilities of bugs. Students who applied one problem

solving strategy consistently on the first test, and thus were diagnosed as hating bugs, often'applied

a different problem salving strategy to solie the same local problems on the second test, leading to

a different bug-level diagnosis on that test. Often, they chose to use a 'variety of problem solving

strategies on the second test, whirl explains how they-tan appear to have no bugs arafr on that

test.

Despite the success of Repair Theory, there- are still a substantial num_her of students whose errors

can not be explained; and an even larger number whose changing pattern of errors over two test

can not *be explained. These are fit targets for °further theoretical and empirical work.
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Yet even at the bug kkiet the data present several challenges. The goal of explaii4ing how: such a
wide variety of bugs could exist is 'being tackled by ourselves and others (Brown & VanLehn,
1980; Young & O'Shea, forthcoming). Such an effort could lead to new, deeper theories of skill
acquisition. Others are investigating more immediate applications of the bug-level diagnosis.
Bunderson (1980) is doing controlled experiments to determine whether remediation can be
improved if the tutors are given the stpdenes diagnosis by DEBUGGY. Resnick has found sorpe
methods of teaching that appear to successfully remediate pugs, and is looking into methods of
teaching that will prevent bugs from being developed in the first place (Resnick, 1981). Some
preliminary research (VanLehn & Brown, 1978) has been directed towyunderstanding
theoretically ,how a prOcedure could be giien meaning for the student, thereby blocking bug
formation. Yet another challente,,ii tb push the Buggy paradigm beyond place-value arithmetic
into other kinds of problem solving and procedural skills. A simplified bug-like notation has been
found sufficient to represent systematic errors in signed-number arithmetic, and a diagnostic system
for it has been deVeloped (Tatsuoka, Birenbaum, Tatsuoka & Baillie, 1980). Evidence of bugs have
been found in the work of students 'doing high school algebra (Carry, Lewis & Bernard, 1979;
Matz, 1980). The concept.of a bug 'in procedural skills seems to haVe wide applicability as a basis
for developing new psychological and pedagogical theories.

Of course, the real star
-

of this investigation is pEBUGGY. It proved to have a seemingly
superhuman ability to perform ,diagnosis. Occasionally the experts differed with its opinions, but
no more so than they diffe d among themselves. Asa research tool, it was superb. However,
there are problems with .4 ploying it in the educational system. One is that teachers are ill

1
a

equipped to use its di .yosr . Not only ,is the concept of a bug foreign to them, but there
currently exist no rem aids or prograrns that employ bug-level diagnostic information. A

could be of help here in that it can in principle generate bugs for

second' major problem is that it has taken a great deal of effort to accumulate the extensive
,

database of subtraction bugs we how have. To duplicate this effort for each' new procedural skill is
a aunting task. Repair Theory
a new procedural skill with only a few changes. Testing this ability is just one of the exciting
directions further jesearch can. pbrsue.

J
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Appendix 1
The Bug Glossary:

A description of each bug

0-N =0 /A UTI:.R /DORM) W
' When a column has a 1 that was changed to a 0 by a previous borrow, the student writes 0 as the answer to thatcolumn...

(914'- 486 = 508) '
i 0-N =0/1DCCOT/AFTERIBORROW .

Thinks 0-N is 0 except when the column has been borrowed from. (906- 484 = 502)

0-N = N/AFTISR/BORROW k.., . ,
.

When a column has a 1 that was changed to a 0.by a previous borrow, the student writes the bottom digit as the answer
to that column. (512 , 136 = 436)

0-N = N/FiCCEPT/AFTER/BORROW
Thinks 0-N is .N except when the column has bc-i borrowed from. (906 - 484 = 582)

1-1=0/ATER/BORROW
If a column starts with 1 in both top and bottom and is borrowed from, the student writes 0 as the answer to that
column, (812 -518 = 304)

1-1=1/AFTER/BORROW
° If a column starts with 1 in both top and bottom and is borrowed from, the student writes 1 as the answer to that

column. (812 - 518 = 314)

ADD/BORROW /CARRY/SUB
The student adds instead of subtracting but he subtracts the carried digit instead of adding it.
(54 38 = 72)

ADD/BORROW/DECREMENT
Instead of deerementing the student adds 1, carrying to the nest column if necessuy.

8
- 1

6
3

3
4 -

8 9 3
- 1 0 4

9, . rim
ADD/BORROW/DECREMENT/WITTIOUT/CARRY

Instead of decrementing the student adds 1. If this addition results in 10 the student does not carry but simply writes
both digits in the same space.

8 6 3 8 9 3
- 1 3 4 1 0 4

710

ADD/INSTEADOF/SUB
;The student adds instead of subtracting. (32 -15 = 47)

ADD/LR/DECItNENT/ANSWER/CARRY/TO /RIGHT Adds columns from left to right instead, of subtracting. Before
writing the column's rinswer, it is decremented and truncated to the units digit A one is added into the next column to
the right. (411 - 215 = 527)

ADD/N0eARRY/INSTEADOF/SUB
Ile student adds instead of subtracting. If carrying is required he does not add the carried digit. (47 - 25 = 62)

ALWAYS/BORROW.
The student borrows in every column regardless of whether it is necessary. (488 229 =1159)

ALWAYS/BORROW /LEFT
The student borrows from the leftmost digit instead of borrowing from the digit immediately to the left (733 - 216 =
427)

BI.ANK/INSTEADOF/BORROW
When a borrow is needed the student simply the skips the column and goes on to the neit
(425 - 283 vg 22)
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LItROW/ACROSS/TOP/SMALLER/DECREMIINTING/TO
When decrementing a column in which the top is smaller than the bottom, the student adds 10 to the top digit, .

.
decrements the column being borrowed into and borrows from the next column to the left.' Also the student 'skipsany
column which has a 0 over a 0 or a blankzin the borrowing process.

1 8 3

- 9 5 .
7-11-7

5
- 2

1 '3
6. 8

2 5 4
.

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO
When borrowing across a 0, the student skips over the 0 to NOW from the next column. If this causes him to have to
borrow twice he decrements the same number both times.

9 0 4 9 0 4
- 7 - 2 3 7

8 0 1

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK
When borrowing across a 0 over a blank, the student skips to the next column to decrement. (402 - 6 = 306)

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO
Instead of borrowing across a 0 that is over a 0, the student dOes not change the 0 but decrements the next column to
the left instead. (802 -304 =. 308)

BORROW/ADD/DECREMEIIT/INSTEADOF/ZERO
Instead of borrowing across a 0, the student changes the 0 to 1 and doesn't decrement any column to the left
(307. - 108 = 219)

- ;
"BORROW/AD /ISiT'EN

The ,st dent changes the number that causes the borrow into 10 instead of adding 10 to it. (83 - 29 = 54.)

BaR410))//DE REMENTING/TO/EiY/EXTRAS
Whet there is a borrow across 0's, the student does not add 10 to the colunin he is doing but instead adds 10 minus the
number of O'sborrowed across. , `

3 0 8 3 0 0 8
- 1 3 9 - 1 3: 5 9

1 6 8 1 6 4 7

BORROW/DIET/02N= IslaSMALL-LARGE=0 ,

The student doesn't borrow. For columns of the form 0 - N he writes N as the answer. Otherwise he writes 0. (304 -
179 = 270) ,

..;

BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER
The student will not decrement a column if the top number is smaller than the bottom number.

7 3 2 7 3 2
- 4 8 4 - 4 j 4

2 5 8 2 9 8
Wrong Correct

BORROW7DON'T/DECREMENT/UNLESS/BOTTOM/SMALLER ;

The student will not decrement a column unless the bottom number is smaller than the topnumher.
7 3 2 7 3' 2

- 4- 8 4 - 4 3 4
2 5 8 3 0 8

BORROW/FROM/ALLJZERO
Instead of borrowing across 0's, the student changes all the 0's to 9's but-does not continue borrow_ ing from the column
to the left. (3006 -1807 = 2199)

BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM
The student borrows from the bottom row instead of the top one.

8 7 8 2 7 .
- 2 8 - 2 0 8
' 7 1 3 8 3 9

. .
BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM/INSTEADOF/ZERO

When borrowing from a column Of the form 0 - N, the student decrements the bottom number instead of the 0,
6 0 8. .1 0 8

- 2 4 9 - 4'9
-T77-15 7-7-13
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BORROW/FROM/LARGER
When borrowing, the student decrements the larger digit in the column regardless of whether it ison, the top or the
bottom. (872 - 294 = 598)

BORItOW/FROM/ONE/IS/NINE
,.

When borrowing from a 1. the student treats the 1 as if it were 10, decrementing it to a 9.
(316 - 139 2= 267)

BORROW/FROM/ONE/IS/TEN
When borrowing from a 1. the student changes the 1 to 10 instead of to O. (414 - 277 = 237)

,.

BORROW/FROM/ZEit0 .

Instead of borrowing across a 0,-the student changes the 0 to 9 but does not continue borrowing from the column to the

left.
3 0 6 3 0 0 6 1 0 i

- 1 8 7 - 1 8 0 7 - 4 5=79 1 2 9 I T-5-1\,
BORROW/FROM/ZERO&LEFT/OK

Instead of borrowing across a 0, the student changes the 0 to 9 but does not continue borrowing from the column of the ; g
left. However if the digit to the left of the 0 is owr a blank then the student does the correct thing. ..

3 0 6 3 0 0 6 1 0 3 2 0 3
- 1 8 7 - 1 8 0 7 - 4 5 - 4 5

r r i -t . 1 2 9 9 31 771
Wrong WrOng Correct Correct

BORROW/FROM/ZFRO/IS/TEN
When borrowing across 0, the student changes the 0 to 10 and does not decrement any digit to the left (604 - 235 =
479)

BORROW/IGNOIRE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK
When borrowing across a 0 over a blank, the student treats the column with the zero as if it weren't there.

5 0 5 5 0 8 ,

7 7
1

ComeWrong

BORROW/INTO ONE=TF.N
When a borrow is caused by" L theatudeni changes the 1 to * 10 instead of adding 10 to it
(71- 38 = 32) .

BORROW/NO/DECREMENT
, When borrowing the student adds 10 correctly but doesn't change any column to the lett.

(62 - 44 = 72)

BORROW /NO /DECREMENT /EXCEPT/LAST
Decrements,only in the last column of the problem. (6262- 4444 = 1828)

BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER
The student will borrow 'only once per exercise. From the on he subtracts the entailer from the largerdigit in each
column regardless of their positions. (7127 - 2389 = 5278a

PORICOW/ONCE/WITHOUT/RECURSE
The student will borrow only once per problem. After that, if another borrow is required the studentadds the 10
correctly but does not decrement If there is a borrow across a 0 the student changes the 0 to 9 but does not decrement
the digit to the left Of the O.

5 3 5 4 0
3T37 --Trg

BORROW/ONLY/FROM/TOP/SMALLER
When borrowing, the student tries to find a column in which the top number is smaller than the bottom. If there is one
he decrements that.totherwise he borrows correctly.
(9283- 3566 = 5627)

BORROW/ONLY/ONCE
When there are several adjacent borrows, the student decrements only with thefirst borrow.
(535 - 278 = 357) "
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BOR ROW/SKIP/EQUAL
When decrementink, the student skips over columns in which the top digit and-the bottom digit are the same. (923 - ,c\
.427 = 406)

BOR ROWTITN/PLUS/N EXT/DIG IT/INTO/ZERO
When a borrow is caused by a 0 the student does not add 10 correctly. What he does instead is add 10 plus the digit in
the next column to the left. (50 - 38 = 17)

BORROW/fREAT/ONE/AS/ZfRO
When borrowing from 1. the student treats the 1 as if it were 0; that is. he changes the 1 to 9 and decrements the
numbcr to the left of the 1. (313 - 159 = 144) r

BORROW/UNIT/DIFF
The student borrows the differenCe between the top digit and the bottom digit of the current column. In other words.
he borrows just enough to do the subtraction, which then always results in 0. (86 29 = 30)

BOR ROW/WONT/RECURSE '"
Instead of borrowing across a 0. the student stops doing the exercise. (8035 - 2662 = 3)

BORROWED/FROM/DON'T/BORROW
When there are two borrows in a row the student. does thc first borrow cokectly but with the second borrow he does not
decrement (he does add 10 correctly). ( 143 - 88 = 155)

CAN'T /SUBTRACT
The student skips the entire problem: (8 - 3 = )

COPY/TOP/IN/LAST/COLUMN/IF/BORROWED/FROM
After borrowing from the last column, the student copies top digit as the answer (80 - 34 = 76).

DE'CREMENT/ALL/ON/MtLTIPLE/ZERO
When borrowing across a 0 and the boriow is caused by 0, the student changes the right 0 to 9 instead of 10.
(600 -142 =457)

DECREMPT/BY/ONE/PCUS/ZEROS
en there is a borrow across zero, decrements the number to the left of the zeros) by an extra one ter every zero
owed a4oss. (4005 - 6 = 1999)

,:EMENT/BY/TWO/OVER/TWO
When borrowing from a column of the form N - 2, the student decrements the N by 2 instead of 1. (83 - 29 =44)

DECREMENT/LEFTMOST/ZERO/ONLY
When borrowing across two or more 0's the student changeS the leftmost df the row of O's to 9 but changes the other 0's
to 10's. He will give answers like: (1003 - 958 = 1055)

DECREMENT/MULTIPLE/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/LEFT
When borrowing across 0's the student changes the leftmost 0 tart 9, changes the next 0 to 8, etc. (8002. 1714 = 6278)

DECREMENT/MULTIPLE/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/RIGHT.
When borrowing across O's the student changes the rightmost 0 to a 9, changes the next 0 to 8, etc. (8002 -1714 =
6188)

DECREMENT/ON/FIRST/BORROW
The first coltImn that requires a borrow is decremented before the column subtract is done.
(832 - 265 = 566)

^LCREMENT /ONETTO /ELEVEN
Instead of decrementing a 1, the student changes the 1 to an 11. (314 - 6 = 2118)

DECREMENT /TOP /LEQ /IS /EIGIjT
When borrowing from 0 or 1, changes the 0 or 1 to 8; does not decrement digit to the left of 0 or 1. (4013 - 995 =

, 3778)

DIFF/O-N =0
`When the student encounters a column of the form 0 - N he doesn't borrow; instead he writes 0 as the column answer.
(40 - 21 = 20)
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DIFF/O-N =N .

When'the student encounters a column of the form 0.- N, he doesn't borrow. Instead he writes N as the answer. (80 -
27 = 67) i ;

DIFF/O-N = N/WIICN/BORROW/FROM/ZERO ..

When borrowing across a 0 and the borrow is caused by ab, the student doesn't borrow. Instead he mites thebatten
number as the column answer. He will borrow correctly in the next column or ill other chtumstances.

1 0 0 4 0 0
3 2 - 2 4 8
I-1 TT",

DIFF/1N =1
When a column has the form 1- N the student writes 1 as the column answer. (51- 27 = 31)

DIFF/N-0=0 a
The student thinks that N 0 is O. (57 - 20 = 30)

DIFF/N-N= N I
Whenever there is a column that has the same number on the top and the bottont, the student writes that number as the
answer. ,(83 - 13 = 73) .

DOESNT/BORROW
\The student stops doing the exercise when a borrow is require& (833 - 262 = 1)

DONT/DECREMENT/SECOND/7-FM
When borniwing across a 0 and the borrow is caused by a 0, the student changes the 0 he is borrowing Across into a 10
innead of a 9. (700 - 258 =452)

DONT/DECREMENT/ZERO
°When borrowing across a 0, the student changes the 0 w*instead of 9. (506 - 318 ps)

DONT/DECREMENT/ZERO/OVER/BLANK Aig.
The student will not borrow across a zero that is meta blank. (305 - 9 = 306)

Do'N-r/6EcitEmiwraERo/coiERizERO
The student win not borrow won a zero that is over a zero. (305 -107 = 308)

DONT/DECREMENT/,ZERO/UNTIL/BOTTOM/BLANK
When borrowing across a 0. the student changes the 0 to a 10 instead of a 9 unless the 0 is over a blank, in which cue he
does the correct thing.

5 0 6 3 0 4.
- 3 1 8 9
77-r-s

Wrong Correct

DON'T/WRITE/ZERO
Doesn't write zeros in the answer. (24 -14 = 1)

DOUBLE/DECREMENT/ONE

515
When borrowing from i 1, the student treats the 1 as a 0 (changes the 1 to 9 and continues borrowing to the left.

FORGET/BORROW/OVER/BLANKS
The student doesn't decrement a number that is over a blank. (347 - 9 = 348)

IGNORE/LEFTMOST/ONE/OVER/BLANK
When the left column of the exercises basil that is over a blank, the student ignores that column. (143 - 22 = 21)

IGNORE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK
Whenever there is column that has a 0 over a blank, the student *novas that column. (907 - 5 = 9 2)

INCREMENT/OVER/LARGER
When borrowing from a column in which the top is smaller than the bottom, the student incrementsinstead of
decrementing (833 -277 = 576)

INCREMENT/ZERO/OVER/BLANK
When borrowing acrosi a 0 over a blank, the student hicrenents the 0 instead of decrementing.
(402 - 6 = 416)
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. N-9 =N-1/A17ITR/BORROW
If a column is of the form N - 9 and has been borrowed from, when the student doct4that column he subtracts 1 instead
Of subtracting 9. (834 - 796 = 127)

N-N/A171'FR/BORROW/CAUSIS/TIORROW
Borrows with columns of the form N-N if the column has been borrowed from. (953 - 147 = 7106)

N -N /CAUSES /BORROW
Borrows with colunins of the form N-N. (953 - 152.= 7101) ,

N;N=1/AFTER/TIORROW
If a column had the form N - N and was borrowed from, the student writes 1 as the answer to that column. (944 - 348
= 616)

N-N = 9/PLUS/DECREMENT
When a column has the same number on the top anft the bottom the student writes 9 as the answer and decrements the
next column to the left even thotigh borrowing is not necessary.
(94 - 34 = 59)

ONCFJBORROW/ALWAYS/BORROW
Once a student has borrowed he continues to borrow in every remaining column in the exercise. (488 - 229 = 1159)

QUIT /WHEN /BOTTOM /BLANK
When the bottom number has fewer digits than the top number, the student quits as soon as the bottom number runs
out. (439,- 4 = 5) .r

SIMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT
When the bottom number is a single digit and the top number has two or more digits, the student repeatedly subtracts
the single bottom digit from each digit in the top number.
(348 - 2 126)

SMALLER/FROM/LARGER a-
The student doesn't borrow; in each column he subtracts the smaller digit from the loiter one.
(81 - 38 = 57)

SMALLER/FttOM /LARGER/INSTEAD/OF/BORROW/FROM/ZERO
Thestudent does not borrow across 0.. Instead he will subtract the smaller from the larger digit

3 0 6 3_ 0 6 1"", Air.-' fit-7 - 1 4 8
3 0 2 ,

SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/WHEN/BORROWED/FROM
When there are two borrows in a row the student does the first one correctly but for the second one he does not borrow;
instead he subtracts the smaller from the larger digit regardless of order. (824 -157 = 747)

SMALLER/FROM/LArtGER/WITH/BORROW
When borroWing the student decrements correctly, then subtracts larger as if he had,not
borrowed (73 - 24 411)at all. =

STOPS/BORROW/AT/MULTIPLFJZERO
Instead of borrowing across several O's, the student adds 10 to the column he's doing but doesn't change any column to
the left. (4004 - 9 = 4005)

STOPS/BORROW/AT/SECOND/ZERO
When borrowing across several O's, champs the right 0 to 9 but not the other 4. (4004 - 9 = 4095)

. STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO -

Instead of borrowing across a 0, the student adds 10 to the column he's doing but doesn't decrement from a column to
the left. (404 -187 = 227)

'1

STUTTER/SUBTRACT
When there are blanks in the bottom number, the student subtracts the leftmost digit of the bottom-number in every
column that has a blank. (4369 - 22 = 2147)

SUB/BOTTOM/FROM/TOP
The student always subtracts the top digit from the bottom digit If the bottom digit is smaller, he decrements the top
digit and adds 10 to the bottom before subtracting. If the bottom digit is zero, however, hikwrites the top digit in the
answer. If the top digit is 1 greater than the bouom he writes 9. He will give answers like this. (4723 - 3065 = 9742)

47
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SUB/COPY/LEATIVROTIOM/MOSt/TOP .

, The student do not subtract. Instead he copies digits from the fit ercise to fill in.the tumwer space. He copies the
leftmost digit from the top numbcr and the other digits from the bottom number. Ile will give answers like this: (648 -

231 = 631)

SUB/ONE/OVER/BLANKS
When there are blanks in the bottom number, the student subtracts 1 from the top digit

,, (548 - 2 = 436)

TREAT/TOP/ZERO/AS/NINF.
In a 0-N column, the student.doesn't borrow. Instead he treats the 0 as if it were a 9. (30 - 4 = 39)

TREAT/TOP/ZERO/AS/TEN .

In a 0-N column., the student adds 10 to it correctly but doesn't Change any column to the left (40.- 27 = 23)

X-N=0/AFIER/BORROW .
.

-

If a column has been borrowed from, students writes zero as its answer. (234-115 a 109)

X-N=N/AFTER/BORROW ,
If a colunin his been borrowed from, students routes the bottom digit as its answer..(234 -165 = 169)

,

ZEROaFTER/OORROW
Whey a column requires abormw, the student decrements correctly but writes° as the (nswer.

(65. 48 =10)

ZERO/INSTEAD /OF/BORROW/FROM /ZERO
The student won't borrow if he has to borrow across 0. Instead he1411 write 0 as the answer to the column requiring the

borrow.
7 0 2 7 0. 2

8 - 3 4 8rira
ZERO/INSTEADOF/BORR(SW

The student doesn't borrow; he writes 0 as the answer instak (42.16 se 30) .

48
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The diagnoses of all testsof all studcnts analyzed by DEBUGGY fall into the following categories:d

Correct

Slips

Buggy

Undiagnosed

total

4

112
223
417
386

(10%)

(20%)

(37%)

(34%)

1138 (100%)

llic diagnoses the students that wcre analyzed as having bugs are shown ordered by their

frequency of occurrence. DiagnoseS consisting of 'more than one bug are shown in parentheses.

There are 157 distinct diagnoses, of which only 50 occurred more than once. However, these 50

diagnoses account for 310 of the 417 cases (74%).

The names used for bugs in this appendix and all others are somewhat difkro, in form than

those used in the test. Smaller-From-Larger is writtcn here as SMALLER/FROM/LARGER. Also, the

diagnoses in the appendices sometunes contain coercion, A cocrcions is a modifier that is

'included in a diagnosis to improve the fit of the bugs to th; studem's Most often, these
,

slightly perturb aib the d mons of bugs. For example, certain bugs Modify !. procedure so that

on occasion it will write column answers that are greater than 9. Some students who have these

bugs apparently know fi7Orn addition. hat there should only be bne answer digit per column, so

they only write the units digit. To capture this, the coercion !WRITE /UNITS /DIGIT /ONLY is added to

the diagnoses of such ,students by DEBUGGY. Coercions can easily be picked out in the appendices

because they have exclamation points in their names. For more on coercions, SeeT(Burhm 1981)1

106 occurrences:
SMALLER/FROM/LARGER

34 occurrences:
STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO

18 occurrences:
' BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO

12 occurrences:
BORROW/NO/DECREMENT

11 occurrences:
E. )BROW /FROM /ZERO

9 occurrences:
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO DIFF/O-NIIN)

,( BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO DIFF/O-NN)

7 occurrences:
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/Z60 BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)



BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/UNLESS/BOTTOM/SMALLER

6 occurrence*:
( BORROW/NO/DECREMENT ,DIFF/O-NN)
BORROW/NO/DECREMENT/EXCEPT/LAST
ALWAYS/BORROW/LEFT'

5 occurreli
(SMALL FMAR/LAROER IGNORE/LEFTMOST/ONE/OVER/BLAU
BORROW/DIFF/O-NSISMALLA.ARGE
(QUIT/WHEN/BOTTOM/BLANK 0SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)

4 occurrences:
('BORROW /ACROSS /ZERO DIFF/0-10)
DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER

DIFF/O,N) ,

STOPS/BORROW/AT/MULTIPLE/ZERO
(SORROW/INTO/ONETEN STOPS/8ORROW/AT/ZERO) .

3 occurrences;
DECREMENT/AULTIPLE/ZEROS/BY R/TO/RIGAA
0-:N*N/EXC PT/AFTER/80API*
(STOP POW/AT/ZERO *BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMAILER/fROM/LARGER)

,2occurrenees:
(iDEFF/N-0=0 SMAL FROM/ GER DIFF-n-mno)

R/
* DEMME LL/ON/ IPL

(*STOPS/6 OW/AT/ZERO DIFF/O-N)
DECREMENT/LEFTMOST/ZERD/ONLY
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO NI-NO/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW)
DIFF/0.-.NN
QUIT/WHEN/BOTTOM/BLANK
'STUTTER /SUBTRACT
OORROW/ONLY/FROM/TOP/SMALLER 'BORROW /ACROSS /ZERO /OVER /ZERO

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)
DECREMENT/MULTIPLE/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/LEFT
('SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/ INSTEAD/OF/BORROW/FROM/ZERO 'BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER

0IFF/O-NO)
* 0-NE0/AFTER/BORROW
(0STUTTER/SUBTRACT *BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO, .
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO *BORROW/DON'T/DUREMENT/TOP/SMALLER)
BORROW/ACROSS/TOP/SMALLER/DECREMERTING/TO
BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER

occurrence:. I

('STOPS /BORROW /AT /ZERO 1 -l1 /,AFTER /BORROW)
( BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERVAT-N/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW

I-D/AFTER/BORROW)
(O-NN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW BORROW/SKIP/EQUAL)
IGNORE/LEFTMOST/OME/OVER/BLANK

(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/WHEN/BORROWED/FROM)
(BORROW/NO/DECREMENT 0IFF/0-00),
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO DIFF/O-N/WHEN/BORROW/FROM7ZERO BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/WIER/ZERO)
('SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/INSTEAO/OF/BORROW/FROM/ZERO TIFF/040N

$MALLER/FROM/LARGER/WHEN/BORROWED/FROM)
(1"ONIAN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 1..181/AFTER/BORROW)
(BORROW/ONCE/WITNOUT/RECURSE DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO/UNTIII/BOTTOMIBLANO
(BORROW/NO/DECREMENT 0MN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW)
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO *QUIT/WHEN/BOTTOM/BLANK sDIFF/010)
('BORROW /ACROSS /ZERO FORGET/BORROW70VtR/BLANKS DIFF/O,N)
(DON'T/WRITE/ZERO BORROW/IGNORE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)"
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO !0 -N=O /EXCEPT /AFTER /BORROW 1-1el/AFTER/BORROW)
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO 0-No0/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 1-14/AFTER/BORROW)' .

(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO DIFF/O-N DON'T/WRITE/ZERO)



(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO SIMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT)
ADD/INSTEADOF/SUB
.(10-N=N/AFTER/BORROW N.-N=1/AFTER/BORROW

SMALLER/FROM/LARGERONSTEAD/OF/BORROW/FROM/ZERO)
(BORROW/INTO/ONE=TEN DECREMENf/MULT1PLE/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/LEFT)
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO BORROW/SK1P/EQUAL)
FORGET/BORROW/OVER/BLANKS
(O-N=N/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 1-1=0/AFTER/BORROW)
1-1=0/AFTER/BORROW
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)
(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER DIFF/N-N=N DIFF/0-11=0)
(BORROW/FROM/ONE/IS/TEN DECREMENT/LEFTMOST/ZERO/ONLY BORROWED/FROM/DON'T/BORROW)
('STOPS/ BORROW /AT /ZERO 0-N=0/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW

, 1-1=0/AFTER/BORROW)
ADD/LR/DECREMENT/ANSWER/CARRY/TO/RIGHT
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO 0-N=0/AFTER/BORROW)
(TREAT/TOP/ZERO/AS/TEN 0-N=N/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORINAliBORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)

. *IGNORE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK .

DECREMENT/TOP/LEO/IS/EIGHT
(*BORROW/DON'TiDECREMENT/UPLESS/BOTTOM/SMALLER DON'T/WRITE/ZERO)
( BORROW/ACROSSATOP/SMALLEWDECREMENTINu/TO BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)
DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO/OVER/BLANK
(DIFF/O-N=N DIFF/N-0=0) #,

(!ONLY/WRITE/UNITS/DIGIT. PORROW/ACROSS/ZERO BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER
N-N/AFTER/BORROW/CAUSES/BORROW)

(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER
DIFF/O-N=N)

( DECREMENT/ALL/ON/MULTIPLE/ZERO DOUBLE/DECREMENT/ONE).
(BORROW/UNIT/DIFF SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/INSTEAD/OF/BORROW/FROM/ZERO

0-N=N/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW)
BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER
(BORBOW/FROM/ZERO '0 -N =0 /AFTER /BORROW)
*SUB/COPY/LEAST/BOTTOM/MOST/TOP
(N-N/AFTER/BORROW/CAUSES/BORROW 0-114/EXCEPT/AFTeRYBORROW)
11-401-1/AFTER/BORROW

'(!SUB /UNITS /SPECIAL BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO SMALtERWOM/LARGER)
('DECREMENT /LEFTMOST /ZERO /ONLY *BORROWED/FROM/DOPT/BORROW)
(BORROW/FROM/ZERO 0-N=R/AFTER/BORROW)
(DIFF/N-0=0 !STOPS /BORROW /AT /ZERO)
(DlifF/0-N=N/WHEN/BORROW/FROMiZRO STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO

BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER) '
( BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM/INSTEADOF/ZERO'DIFF/0..NN)
(*BORROW/FROM/ONE/IS/TE4*BORROWFROM/ZERO/IS/TEN)
(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER 0-N=0/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW)
(*BORROW/TREAT/ONE/AS/ZERO N-101/AFTER/BORROW DON'T/DECREMENYZER0i0VER/BLANK)
SUB/BOTTOM/FROM/TOP . . .

('BORROW /NO /DECREMENT *DECREMENT/T6'/LEQ/IS/EI GHT X-111/AFTER/BORROW
BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)

*DOUill/DECREMENT/ONE
(BOTIOW/APRQSWERO DIFF/044/WHEN/HORROV/FROM/ZERO

SMALLER/FROM/IARGEP/WHEN/BORROWED/FROM)
(BORROW /ACROSS /ZERO *X-11=0/AFTER/BORROW)
(!ONLY /WRITE /UNITS /DIGIT 'STOPS /BORROW /AT /MULTIPLE /ZERO

N-N/AFTER/BORROW/CAUSES/BORROW)
(BORROW/FROM/ONE/IS/NINE BORROW/FROM/ZERO DON'T/DEEREMENT/ZERO/OVER/BLANK).
BOHROW/FROM/ZERO&LEFT/TEN/OK, 0-N=N/AFTER/BORROW)
BORHOW/ACROSS/ZEROOVER/BLANK
BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVEVZERO

BORROW/FROM/ALL/ZERO T

(!ONLY/WRITE/UNITS/DIGIT N-N/AFTEWBORROW/CAUSES/BORRO)4)
N-N/CAUSES/BORROW

(BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/UNLESS/BOTTOM/SMALLER X -10 /AFTER /BORROW)
'(!ONLY /WRITE /UNITS /DIGIT 'SIMPLE /PROBLEM /STUT.TER /SUBTRACT

N-N/AFTER/BORROW/CAUSES/BORROW)
(BORROW/NO/DECREMENT SUB/ONE/OVER4BLANK)
(DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO/UNTIL/BOTTOM/BLANK BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO)

e

a

51-
9.

45



(*DON'T/DECREMENTiZERQ OECREMENT/ONE/TO/ELEVEN)
(*FORGET/BORROW/OVER/BLANKS BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER BORROW/SKIP/EQUAL)
(DIFF/0.-NaN/WHEN/BORROW/FROM/ZERO DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO)
(*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER 160q1014/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW N...N/CAUSES/BORROW)
BORROW/ONLY/FROM/TOP/SMALLER
(BORROW/ONLY/FROM/TOP/SMALLER 0.418N/AFTER/BORROW)
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO BORROW/ONLY/FROM/TOP/SMALLER);
(O -N -N /AFTER /BORROW *BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)
(FORGET/BORROW/OVER/BLANKS STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)
(BORROW/INTO/ONETEN ' DECREMENT /MULTIPLE /ZEROS /BY /NUMBER /TO /RIGHT

,

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO)
ZERO/INSTEADOF/BORROW
BORROW/FROM/ZERO/IS/TEN
BORROW/DECREMENTING/TO/BY/EXTRAS
AbD/NOCARRWINSTEADOF/SUB
0-N8N/AFTER/BORROW
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO SMALLER/FROM/LAR6ER/WREN/BORROWED/FROM

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)
(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER DIFF/ONR0)
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO DIFF/W.NN)
(FJRGET/BORROW/OVER/BLANKS STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO

0..NN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 11*I/AFTER/BORROW)
(BOAROW/FROM/ONE/IS/NINE BORROW/FROM/ZERO 'TIFF/O.-NOS)
CAN97SUBTRACT -

(*SZMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT**BORROW/APOSS/ZERO/OVER/ZERO)
DON'T/WRITE/ZERO
(!ONLY /WRITE /UNITS /DIGIT BORROW/ONLY/FROM/TOP/SMALLER DECREMENT/ALL/ON/MULTIPLE/ZOO

W1/AFTER/BORROW/CAUSES/BORROW)
(,'0-NO/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 14.-NO/PLUS/DECREMENT)
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO IGNORE/LEFTMOST/ONE/OVER/BLANK BORROW/SKIP/EQUAL)
(!FORGET /BORROW /OVER /BLANKS STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO) 4
(BLANK/INSTEADOF/BORROW DIFF/O.NaN)
(!WRITE /LEFT /TEN' SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)
(DOUBLE/DECREMENT/ONE SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/WREN/BORROWED/FROM)
141/AFTER/BORROW
(*BORROW/NO/DECREMENT/EXCEPT/LAST6*0.NO/EXCEPTAWER/BORROW).
(7BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO SUB/ONE/OVER/BLANK PO...NEN/AFTER/BORROW

'0 -N/EXCEPT /AFTER /BORROW),
( DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO 11804AFTER/BORROW)



Appendix 3
Bug Occurrence Frequencies

The number of times each bug in the database occurred is shown. The first two columns show

the number of times the given bug occurred in CO3OCH3Vs diagnoses. he first column, labelled

"alone" Is the number of times the bUg occurred ahme,is the only element ethe diagnosis. The

second Column, labelled "Cind:'. is the number of times the blig Occurred as,part of a Multi-bug

diagnosis, or "compound" bug as it-was called in (Brown & Burton, 1978). 11hus,forexample,itUe

bug 1-1=1/AFTER/BORROW occurred once alone, and five times as Ort of a larger diagnosis. The

third column indicates which bugs were added to'dhe data base since the Southbay itudy'began.. It

is interesting that some of these new bugs are not at'allrare. illesiditlincludeall tests of all

subjectsinlyoth the Southbay andikrt-terra study. As always, the data cane froin the reanalysis

that.was performed after all new bugs had been entered in the database. .11.ows that would be all

zero haTive been left blank to highlight those bugsLin the data base. which never occurred in these

studies. Of the 104 .bugs in the data base, 77 bugs occurred at least OWL

alone cmd. new?'

0 6. new.

*1 6 new

3 14 new

1 6.

1 4

'1 0

1 0 new

1 0

6 0

0 new

2 1 new

18 33,

1 12

1 18 new

1 0 new

6 0

2 8

7 .2

1 0 .

Bug

1'04=0/AFTER/BORROW

*0=M0/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW
'0-NR/AFTER/BORROW
0-NN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW,
*1-1=0/AFTER/BORROW
1*-1=1/AFTERYBORROW

ADD/BORROW/CARRY/GUB:

ADD/BORROW/DECREMENT
AM/BORROW/DECREMENT/WITHOUT/CARRY
ADD/INGTEADOF/6UB
ADD/a/DECREMENT/ANSWER/CARRY/TO/R1GHT
ADD/NOCARRY/INSTEADOF/SUB
ALWAyS/BORROW

ALWAYS/BORROW/LEFT
BLANK/INSTEADOF/BORROW
BORROW/ACROSS/TOP/SMALLER/DECRiMEMTING/TO
BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO '

BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO/OVER/BLANK
BORROW/ACROSS'/ZERO/OVIR/2ERO .

BORROW/ADD/DECREMENT/iNGTEADOF/ZERO

BORROW/ADD/iG/TEN
BORROW/DECREMENTING/TOBT/OTRW
oBWROW/DI0/04=N&SMALLLARGE*0,

BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/GMALLER

!BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/UNLESS/BOTTOM/SMALLER
BORROW/FROM/ALL/ZERO '*
BORROW/FROM/BOTTOML
BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM/INSTEADOWERO
BORROW/FROM/LARGER,

0 2 BORROW/FROM/ONE/IS/NINE
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O. 2 'BORROW /FROM /ONE /:IS /TEN

11 '4. * e'''4ORROW/FROM/ZERO

0 1 - BORROW/FROM/ZEROBLEFT/TEN/OK

A 1 new BORROW/FROM/ZERO/IS/TEN

0. 1 BORROW/IGNORE/ZERO/DVER/BLANK

0 8 BORROW/INTO/ONETEN
12 10 BORROM/NO/dECREMENT

6 1 new BORDOONO/DECREMENT/EXCEPT/LAST
1 13, new 'BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER

0 BORROW/ONCE/WITHOUT/RECURSE
1 5 *8ORROW/OBWFROM/TOP/SMALLER

BORROW/ONLi/ONCE
0 4 4 BORROW/SKIP/EQUAL

'

s

new BORROW/TEN/PLUS/NEXT/DIGIT/INTO/ZERO

0 1 BORROW/TREAT/ONE/AS/ZERO
0 1 BORROW>UNIT/DIFF ,

14
4 ,

. BORROWiWONT/RECURSE,

0 2 new BORROWED/FROM/DON'T/BORROW
1 0 CAWT/SUBTRACT. ,

.

.new COPY/TOP/IN/LAST/COLUMN /IF/BORROWED/FROM

j 2 2 DECREMENT/ALL/ON/MULTIPLE/ZERO N,

new !DECREMENT/BY/ONE/PLUS/ZEROS

DECREMENT/BY/TWO/OVER/IWO:
,2 2 new TECREMENT/LEFIMOST/ZERO/ONLY

2 1 new DECREMENT/MDLTIPLe/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/LEFT

3 1 new DECREMENT/MUL'TIPLE/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/RIGHT

'DECREMENT/00/FIRST/BORROW
0 , 1 new DECREMENT/ONE/TO/ELEVEN .

., 1 1 new DECREMENT/TOP/LEQ/1S/EIGHT

0', 12 b/FF/0400
:2 38 DFF/O7N1P

0 4 °D0f/0NaN/WHEN/BORROW/FROMIZERO
TIFF./141. 1

0 4 DIFF/N0120'

0 2 'JDIFF/NNEN
DOESNT/BORROW
DON'T /DECREMENT /SECOND /ZERO

DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO
new 1, -DON'T /DECREMENT /ZERO /OVER /BLANK

DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO/OVER/'ZERO

0 P DON'T/DECREMENT4ERO/UNTIL/BOTTOM/BLANK

1 3 new !DON'T/WRITE/ZERO

1 v2. *DOUBLEfOECREMENTIONE

41' 6 'fORGET /BORROW /OVER /BLANKS

6 new IGNORE/LEFTMOST/ONE/OVER/BLANK
IGNORE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK

INCREMENT/OVER/LARGER
new aiNCREMENf/ZgRO/OVER/BLANK

4:09,41/AFTER/BORROW
.near 'N4/AFTER /BORROW /CAUSES /BORROW

der .4101i6USES/BORRON
'4401/AFTER/BORROW
411409/PLUS/DECREMENT.

ONCE/BORROW/ALWAYS/BORROW
*ODITOMEN/BOTTOM/BLANK.
SIMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT

!SMALLER/FROM/LARGER

0 6

1 1

6 2.

2

2. 3,

106 18

new
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new SMAILER/FROM/lARGER/I:S;i10/00BORROW/FROM;200
new *SMALLEA/FROM/L.ARGER/OEN/BORROWED/FROW.

SMALIER/FRORi1AiBER/WITh/OORROW:
STOPS /BORROW /AT /MULTIPLE /ZERO.

new STOPS/BORROW/AT/WONO/ZERO;
33 eSTOPS'/BORROW/A1/4ERO.,-.

2 STUTTER/SUBTRACT
0 new SBB/BOTTOR/FROM/TOP .1;, -

0 new SUR/COPYAEABT/BOTTOW/MOST/TOP
2 new '"SUB /ONE /OVER /BLANK '

new eTREAT/TOP/ZER0/10/APIE

1 qREAT/TOP/ZERO/AS/TEN
2, . new X-NPOOFTER/BORROW:.
1 new 1'X-/AFTER/BORROW

ZERO/AFTER/BORROW
ZERO/INSTtAO/OF/0011ROW/FROW/ZERO

ZERO(INST6O0F/BORROk

. ,
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jeverai'different -ways' of
presented here. First, the
agreement regarding which
should be placed in the

DEBiloori Diagnosis

comparing DEBUGOY's diagnosis with the experts' idiagnoscs- are
results from the Southbay study are presented. They show excellent
bugs a Buggy student has, but differ a little bit on whether a student
Buggy category or the Undiagnosed category.

Experts' Diagnosis

Slips Buggy Undiagnosed

Slips
r.

Buggy..
-

Undiagnosed,

totals

148
3

18

189

(95%)
( 1%)
( 8%)

1

4
233
30

267

( 3%)
-(79%)
(13%)

.,

3
59

'188

260.

( 2%)
(20%)
(80%)

155
296
236,

-
686

(190%)
(100%)
(100%)

4

Table ,t.1: A- comparison of DEBUGOYS diatmisis with the-experts'_ diagnosis by diagnostic

category. The second row, for eample, shows that of the 295 subjects that were analyzed as
Buggy by DII3UOGY, 1% were analyzed as havinfslips by the expert, 79% as Buggy, and 20% as
Undiagnosed. Only the first tests of those iubjects who weretested twice are counted in this table.'

Equal 193(.83 %)
Expertiemoved a bug 13 (.6%)
Expert added a bug 4 ( 2%)
Overlap 10 ( 4%)
Otherwise 13 ( 8%)
total . 233 (.100 %)

Table 4.2 /A comparison of DEBUGGY'S diagnotis with the expert's diagnosis by bug. Of the 233
subjects that both DEBUGGY and the expert agrA were Buggy, 193 were given exactly the same'
diagnosis. In all but 13 cases, (i.e. 94% of the time) there was substantial agreement beiween -the

experts. and DEBUOGY ?Only the first tests of those subjects who were tested Avice are counted in

this table:



In the folir tables, a -three-Way comparison of expert and DEBUGGY diagnoses. is
prdsentcd.' Two experts, namely the authors, analyzed the Short -term data, as did DEBUGGY. The
first ihred tables compare thcir jtidgmoiiti by diagnostic caiegOry: The -first compares the experts
to oaell other, and the next two compare DEBUGGY to each expert individually. It can be seen that
the experts agreed more with ,,rit:.BUGGY than with each other.

Table 4.3 VanLchn

Friend

Slips.
Bugs
Undiagnosed

totals

Table 4.4

DEBUGGY

Slips
Bugs
Undiagnosed

totals

Table 4.5

DEBUGGY

Slips
Bugs
Undiagnosed

totals

Slipi Bugs
.

Undiagnosed totals

54 (90%) 1 ( 2\) 5' ( 8%) 60 (160%)
1 ( 3%) 23 (68%) 10 (306) 34 (100%)
6 (23%) 10 (38%) 10 (38 ) 26.(100%)

b1 _4 26 120

VanLehn

Slips Bugs Undiagnosed totals

40 (98%) 0 ( 0%) 1 ( 2U 41 (100%)
1 ( 3%) 28 (80%) 6 (17r) 36. (100%)

20 (45%) 6 (14%) 18 (41%) 44 (100%)

61 34 26 120

Friend

Slips Bugs Undiagnosed- totals

41 (98%) 0 ( 0%) 1 ( 2%) 42 (100%)
1 ( 3%) 28. (7AX) 8 (22%) 37 (100%)

21 (42%) 9 (18%) 20 (40%) 60 (100%)

63 . 37, 29 129.

4
The following table compares the expetts' diagnoses and DEBUGGY'S by comparing the sets of bugs'
they produced for the cases where, both put the student in the Buggy category.

Table 4.6

Equal
One bug-set is a subset of the other
Overlap
Otherwise
total 1

1
6

V vs. F

9 (39%)
-6 (22%)
3 (13%)
6 (26%) at

V vs.D

15 (54%)
6 (21%)
5 (18%)
2 ( )%)

F vs. D

20 (71%)
2 ( 7%) .

2 (
4 414%)

23 (100%) 28 ('100 %) 28 (100%
,)

5?



Appendix 5
Short-terra Stability

k

The short-term stability results are presented. The tests were given two days apart,using-the same

or very similar tests. The tests were analyzed by DEBUGGY and by an expert. ',DEBUGGY's analyses

will be presented first.

Second Test

First Test

A

Correct Slips Buggy Undiagnosed totals

Correct 3 3. (43%) 0 ( 0%) k (14%) 7-( 100%)
Slips 4 1(4%(20%) 11*(55%) ( 0%) 5 (26%) - .20 (100%)
Buggy 0 ( 0%) 2 (12%) 12 671%) 3. (18%) 17 (100%)
Undiagnosed 0 ( 0%) 5 (22%) 6 (26%) 12 (52%) 0'. 23 (1,00TO

totals 7 21 18 21.

Table 5.1: Short-term stability by diagnostic category. The above table show how the students

ged am diagnostic classes across the two tests. The figures in parentheses show the

propoiiion o first test's category that the given cell of, the table represents. :For example, of

the 17 students who were in the Buggy category on the first test, 0%.weie in the Corrett category

on the second test, 12% were in the Slips category, 71% remained in the Buggy category, and 18%

could not be diagnosed on the 'second test.

The switching between the Correct and. Slips category was expected since slips are assumed to be a

labile, "performance" phenomena. The switching among the, Undiagnosed and Slips categories is

probably due to students who should have been place in Slips instead of Undiagnosed, but they,

made so many slips that they exceeded DEBUGGY's 9090-corrict threshold for? the Slips category.

What's unexplained is the movement into and out of the Buggy category. This movement is

examined more closely in the next table.
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Table 5.2: Short -term stability by bug set. This table shows DEBLIGGY's diagnoses. of the 12

subjects who were Buggy on; both. tests... TWo.of,these had the same diagnoses 1*oth times., 'file
other ten subjects' diagnoses llad bugs appekritig and disappearing, indicating instability. Cases of

bug migration are marked with O.

Diagnoses are equal:

. o , (*BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO DIFF/94.0).becomis
(BoRROW/ACROSS/Z1FR0 DIFF/O-N=0)

CD (DIFF/N-0=0 SMALLER/FROM/LARGER DIFF/O-N=0) becomes'
(DIFF/N-0 =0 SMALLER/FROM/LANGER DIFF/O-N=0)

Diagnoses overlap:

C) (O-N=N/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW) becomes
(O-N=N/,EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 1-1=0/AFTER/BORROW) .

C) (!BORROW /ACROSS /ZERO SIMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT) becomes

(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO)
C). (*ST0PS/BORROW/AT4URO DIFF/O-N=N) becomes

(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO *DIFF/O-N=14 *SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/WHEN/BORROWED/FROM)
® (!STOPS /BORROW /AT /ZERO 0-N=0/EXCEPT/AFTER/ZERO !1-1=1/AFTER/BORROW) becomes

('STOPS /BORROW/AT /ZERO 0-N20/EXCEPT/AFTER/ZERO 1-10/AFTER/BORROW)
C) (STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO 0-N=0/EXCEPT/AFTER/ZERO 41 -1=0/AFTER/BORROW) becomes

( STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO'nfF/0-N=0)
C) (BORROW/ACROSSiZtRO/OVER/ZERO O -N =N /EXCEPT /AFTER ER6 1-10/AFTfRiBORROW) becomes

(O-N=N/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW BORROW/SKIP/EQUAC)

. .

'14-imsi.: Diagnoses downot overlap:
0,11r-

-.. c) (DIFF/N-0=0 SMALLER/FROM/LARGER DIFF/O-N=0) becomes
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO)

C.) (SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
q (STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO *DIFF/O-NuN). i(4"

-.
.

C) (BORROW/ONCE/WITMOUT/RECURSE DONT/DECREMENT/ZERO/UNTIL/BOTTOM/BLANK) becomes

®
(BORROW/NO/DECREMENT)

QD (OORROW/ACROSOZERO DIFF/O-N=0) becomes
(STOPS/BORROWAT/ZERO) .
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Tablig3: Short-term stabiliti by expert's diagnostic categories: The expert was able to uncover
..:sesnf tinkering by comparing the answers of the test items across tests. Sitiac, each item was

matched to-a corresponding item on the other test, it was easier to come to a decision about which
errors were due to slips and which were due to tinkering or bugs. The following table presents

this. Repair Theoretic analysis in the same forthat as table 5.1.

Second Test

First Test Correct Slips Buggy Tinkering Undiagnosed totals

Correct 3 (43%) 4 (57%) ' 0 0%) 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) / i 100%)
Slips 4 (13%) 25 (83%) 1 ( 3%) . 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) 30 (100%)
Buggy 0 ( 0%) 1 ( 6%) 14 (78%) 2 (11%) 1 ( 6%) 18 (100%)
Tisiketing 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) 1 (14%) 5 (71%) 1 (14%) 7(100%)
Undiagnosed 0 ( 0%) 1 (20%) 0 ( 0%) 0 ( 0%) 4 (80%) 5(100%)

totals 7. 31 16, 7 6 67

Most of the switching is between the Correct and Slips categorkes, as expected by the assumed in
instability of slips, and between-the Buggy and Tinkering categolies, as predicted by bug/tinkering
migration.

Table 5.4: Short-tern stability of bugs and impastes. There were 36 cases where the student was
diagnosed as having the performing the correct procedure on both tests,' with perhaps some slips
each time. There were 4 cases where the student was undiagnosable on both tests. The other 37
cases are previted on the table which begins on the next page. Thek-are separated into four
categories: Stable bugs, stable impasses,- unstable bugs and unstable impaises. Tinkering is notated
with parenthesized lists of the fore

(<impale> <repair> <repair> < repair>)
where <impasses> is the name of the impasses and <repair> is the name of one of the repairs being
used to get past tie impasse. The repairs are documented in (Brown & VanLehn, 1980). The
impasses used here are:

7=0/BF
T1/BF'
100/11F

TOAB/BF
T13/8F

TO/SC
TOAB/SC
TB/SC.
TOAUTBBB/SC

ANS)OVERFLOW
:DECK /TWICE

Can't borrow -from zero.
Can't borrow from one..
Can't borrow from multiple zenps.
Can't borrow from one's that have been decremented to zero. ,
Can't borrow from a column where the top and bottom, digits are equal.
Can't process a column with a zero on top.
Can't process' a column with a top zero created by decrementing a one.
Can't process a column where the top and bottom digits are equal.
Can't process a column with a top zero created by decrementing a one,
whose top and bottom digits were equal before the one was decremented.
Can't write two digits for a comn answer.
Can't borrow from a digit that's( been borrowed from already.

so.



Stable bugs:

(5 (STOPS/VORROW/AT/MULTIPLE/ZERO) becomes.

(STOPS/BORROW/Al/MULTIPLE/ZERO)
(5 (DIFF/N-0=0 SMALLER/FROM/LARGER DIFF/O-N80) becomes

(DIFF/N-0=0 SMALLER/FROM/LARGER DIFF/O-N=0)
(5 ( DECREMENT/MULTIPLE/ZEROS/BY/NUMBER/TO/RIGHT) becomes

( DECREMENT/MULTIPLE/ZEi0S/BY/NUMBER/TO/RIGHT)

Stable impasses with stable bugs (n.b. impasses with just one repair-are bugs):

(5 (STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO 0-N*0/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW ((To0AB/SC IGNORE DEMEMOIZE))
becomes
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO 044=0/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 0-N0/AFTER/BORROW)

(5 ((700iBF IGNORE4FSELF WEIRD)) becomes
((T=00/BF IGNORE FSELF WEIRD))

(5 ((T+1=B/BI WEIRD IGNORE)) becomes
((T +1=B/B/ WEIRD IGNORE)) 1 - 4

(5 (*BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO (ToO/SC DEMEMOIZE REFOCUS /VERTICALLY)) becomes

(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO (T =0 /SC DEMEMOIZE REFOCUS/VERTICALLY))
O (BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO (TO/SC:IGNORE DEMEMOIZE REFOCUS/VERTICALLY)) becomes

(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO 4T=0/SC IGNORE DEMEMOIZE REFOCUS /VERTICALLY)

o ((T*OAB/SC IGNORE NOOP)) becomes
((TOAB/SC IGNORE NOOP))

(5 ( BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM/INSTEADOF/ZER00-WN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORRO
(T=OAB&TBBB/SC IGNORE DEMEMOIZE)) becomes

(BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM/INSTEADOF/ZERO 0-11I/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORR
(T=OAB&TBBB/SC IGNORE NOOP DEMEMOIZE)) .

(5 (0-11=11/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW (T=OAB&T*BBB/SC QUIT/THE/TEST)) becomes

(O:NN/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW 1-1=0/0TER/BORROW)
0 (DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO (ANS/OVERFLOW IGNORE NOOP)) becomes

(DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO IONLY/WRITE/UNITS/DIGIT)

(5 ((T =0 /BF REFOCUS/LEFT BACKUP-REFOCUS/VERTICALLY)) becomes

(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO)
O. (SIMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT) becomes ,

((SIMPLE/MULTIPLICATION/PROBLEM IGNORE WEIRD))

(5 (*DIFF/0-111 (T=0 /8, -HOOP BACKUP-REFOCUS/VERTICALLY)) becomes

IFF/0411 *STOPS/OORROW/AT/ZERO),



Appearing and disappearing bugs:

() (DECREMENT/ALL/ON/MULTIPLE/ZERO/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW
'SIMPLE /PROBLEM /STUTTER /SUBTRACT) biCCWWIN

(DECRENENTYALL/ON/NULTIPLE/ZERO/EXCEPT/AFTER/BORROW)
0 (RORROW/ACROSSiZERO SIMPLELPROBLEN/STUTTER/SUBTRACT (T0A8/8F HOOP WEIRD)) becomes

(BORROW/NCROSS/ZERO (T- OAB /BF HOOP QUIT))

() () slips becomes

(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)

() (BORROW/IGNORE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK) becomes

(). slips

() (I-IRO/AFTER/BORROW) becomoi
() undiagnosed,

Appearing'and disappearing impasses (and bast):

() ((TOOFRF NOOP REFDCUS/LEFT) (TROABSTRIBBB/SC IGNORE DEMEMOIZE)) Becomes

((T0AF BORROW HOOP) (ANS/OVERFLOW HOOP ERASE&PARTIAL/RED0))

C) (SIMPLE/PROBLEM/STUTTER/SUBTRACT) becomes
((SIMPLE/MULTIPLICATION/PROBLEM IGNORE WEIRD))

C) (*DIFF/O-ON 'STOPS /BORROW /AT /ZERO (Tll/BF IGNOREPBACKUP-REFOCUS/VERTICALLY)
(TOBB/SC REFOCUS/VERTICALLY OEMfMOIZE), becomes
(DIFF/O-NN STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO SMALLER/FROWLARGER/WHEi/BORROWED/FROM)

C) (DIFF/0-0/WHEN/BORROW/FROM/ZERO BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO
"(Ta0AB/SC DEMEMOIZf IGNORE WEIRD)) becomes .

((70/BF BORROW MOVL) (ANS/OVERFLOW FAO()) (TOAB/SC IGNORE WIT))

C) (DIFF/M-0110 SMALLER/FROM/LAKeER *DIFF/t-NRO) becomes
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO (TROAB/BF HOOP))

() (BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO (DECR/TWICE HOOP IGNORE) (TOABSIIBBB/SC IGNORE HOOP)) becomes

(STOPS/BORROW/AT(.ZERO)

00 ((Tl/BF HOOP ADDIO IGNORE WEIRD)(TOiBF FSELF HOOP IGNORE)) becomes

() Undiagnosed

I
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Appendix 6
Long-tem Stability

Table 6.1: Long-te stability by diagnostic category. *This shows the diagnostic classes Of both

tests of the 154 69bj eS who w9re 'tested twice during the Southbay-,study. 84 of 154 students

(or 55 %) stayed the same diagnostic category.

Second Test

First Test C0rr&tr Slips Bugs Undiagnosed

411

4-.4G

I

.

Correct.
Slips
Bugs
Undagnosed

to

i
0
0
1
3

(0%)
(2%) '..,
(4%) i

.--r---r
4

. 5
, 13

)722

4

(67%)
( 8%)'
(15%)

0,
2

34
22

58

A

(33%)
(53%)
(33%)

0
0( 0%)

"24 (38%)
46: (55%)

70 s

.0
8

64
84

164

..
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

Routhly the same proportion of students switched from Buggy to Undiagnosed as from

Undiagnosed to Buggy. Neither category contributed significantly to the Correct,categfiry, These

two facts tend to confound the hypothesis that Buggy students are more often remediated by the

current curriculum than Undiagnosed students.
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Table 6.2: Long-term stability by bug. The diagnoses for both tests are ,shown for the 34 students .

who were Systematic on both tests. 17 students had roughly the same diagnosis on both tests,

indicating that them bugs' can persistent problemi The diagnoses of the other 17stidents did
not overlap. Of these,13- sub' "showed evidence of leaTing in their-hugs in that the subskill
their first bug(s) could not accomplish has been mastered, but a more advanced subskill is missing
kading to a second buds).

Secondtesesdiagnosisisthesameasoroverlapsviththefirsttesesdiignosis:

(0SMALCER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(*;MALLER/FROM/LARGER)

C) (*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
('SMALLER /FROM/LARGER)

0 (SMALLER/FRON/LARGER) becomes
. (*SMALLER/FRON/LARGER)

C) (*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)

C) (*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)

C) (*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becpmes
(,!SNALLOWRCM/LARGER)

C) (*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(*SMALLEOFROM/LARGER)

C) (1$MALLEWOOM/LARGER) become
(**ILLER/teDM/LARGER)

C) (*QU *WHEN/BdTTOM/BLAMK *SMALLEN/FROM/LARGER)-:becomes

(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)"
(0 (QUIT/WHEN/BOTTOM/BLANK SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) become!,

( QUIT/WOEN/BOTTOM/BLANK SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)
C) ( BORROW/DIFF/O-NNASMALL-LARGE-0) becomes

O
/ ( BORROW/D/FF/O-M4ASMALL-LARGE0)

(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO 0SMAL(ER/FROM/LARGER(WHEN/BORROWED/FROM) become
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO)

C) (STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO DIFF/O-NN) imam
(*STOPS/BORROW/ATHER0).

C) (0BORROW/A0OSS/ZERO DIFF/O-MN) becomes
4 (*BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO)

C) (BORROW/ACROSS-HERO QUIT/WHEN/BOTTOM/BLANK D/FF/0-10) becomes
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO DIFF/O-NN)

C) (!STOPS /BORROW /AT /ZERO *BORROW/ONCE/THW/SMALLER/FROM/LAIFER'0DIFF/O-NO) becomes
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO 1-11/AFTER/B )

0 ( STOPS/BORROW/AT/MULTIPLE/ZERO) becomes
(!ONLY/WRITE/UNITS/DIGIT *STOPSOORRN/AT/MULTIPLEHERO
N-N/AFTER/BORROW/CAUSES/BORROW)

6

a

0'

'y



Iskioverlap between the two tests' diagnoses, tome evidence of learning:

(ADD/NOORRY/INSTEADOF/SUB) becomes
(SMALLIR/FROM/LARGER)

*C) (**ALLER/FROM/LARGER)dbecom , ,
(*DIFF/ONN/WHEN/BORROW7FROM/ZERO DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO)

C) (SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO)

C) (SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(BORROW/FROM/BOTTOM/INSTEADOF/ZERO 0DIFF/071CIN)

111) ('SMALLER /FROM /LARGER) becomes
(BORROW/NO/DECREMENT DIFF/O-N4)

C) (*SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(*ALWAWBORROW/LEFT),

C) (SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(BORROW/ACROSS/ZERO *DIFF/0-M' 1/WHEN/BORROW/FROM/ZERO
Ci SMALLER/FROM/LARGER/WHEN/BORROWED/FROM)
(SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(*BORROW/NO/DECREMENT)

C) (SMALLER/FROM/LARGER) becomes
(STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO BORROW/ONCE/THEN/SMALLER/FROM/LARGER)

C) ( BORROW/NO/DECR6ENT/EXCEPT/LAST) becosOP
(STOP4/BORROW/AT/ZER0)

C) (ALWAYS/BORROW/LEFT) becomes
(*BORROW/INTO/ONETEN STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO)

C) (BORROW/DON'T/aCREMENT/UNLESS/BOTTOM/SMALLER) becomes
(BORROW/INTO/ONETEN STOPS/BORROW/AT/ZERO)

C) (BORROW/FROM/ZERO) becomes
(STOPS/BORROWAT/MULTIPLE/ZERO)

No overlap between diagnoses;no evidence of learning:

C) 4;*BORROW/MCROSSYZERO *OzNaN/EXCEPT/OTER/BORROW) becomes
(DON'T/DECREMENT/ZERO)

C) lFORGET/B&ROW/OVER/BLANKS BORROW/DON'T/DECREMENT/TOP/SMALLER BORROW/SKIP/EQUAL)

becomes (BORROW/NO/DECREMENT)
-( BORROW/ACROSS/Z ERO *FORGET/BORROW/OVER/BLANKS *DIFF/0.-NuN) INCOnef
(*DON'T /WRITE /ZERO BORROW/IGNORE/ZERO/OVER/BLANK)
( *BORROW/NO/DEC RENENT SUB/ONE/OVER/BLANK) becomes
( *BORROW/DON T/DECR EWE NT/UNLES%BOTTON/SNALLER )

-
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